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D.

Franklin Neal

INTRODUCTION

Even though Liberia's external trade during the past two decades expanded at an
unprecedented rate, this development occurred with the minimum of conscious direction. The fact that the Liberian economy grew at an accelerated pace, however, was
no accident. It was the consequence of a stable government, the Open Door policy,
and a sound currency, the U.S. dollar. In addition, a rich treasure of iron ore deposits and a tested climate for the rubber plant placed the country in a favored position
to attract investment capital to these two industries. As investments in the iron ore
and rubber industries expanded and grew, so did the economy expand at an unprecedented rate.
Since 1954, when 85% of Liberia's exports were to the United States and 60% of
imports were from that country, there have been vast changes in Liberia's pattern
of international trade, but there has been no review of, or changes in, trade policies.
The development of new products for export and the opening of new markets necessitates such a review.
Since the goods Liberia must buy abroad can only be acquired from the earnings
from export sales, trade policy then becomes an important component of development
policy. Strong ties between the European Economic Community (EEC), or Common
Market, and other African Countries are emerging and new attempts at regional economic cooperation are being made, while there is a push for generalized non- reciprocal preferences in the markets of the developed nations on a non -discriminatory basis. These developments suggest the need for a fresh look at Liberia's international
trade policies in the light of the requirements of the 1970's.

This paper seeks to examine the changes which have taken place over the last three
decades and to re- examine development policies in the light of the nation's needs and the
new trends and prospects in trade and multilateral cooperation over the next decade.
The study is in two parts. The first section draws attention to the status of principle
export commodies with projections in the 1970's. The second part examines the alternatives Liberia faces in funding a trade and development strategy.
Since the beginning of World War II, Liberia's foreign trade pattern has undergone three substantial changes: first, export volume has increased thirty -fold from
$5 million in 1941 to $150 million in 1967. Secondly, iron ore which was not even mined
until the early 1950's has replaced rubber as principal export. Lastly, the European
Common Market has replaced the United States as the principal market for Liberian

exports.
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Exports
During the 1940's, rubber was Liberia's only export of any consequence. The United States bought over 90% of total exports which averaged only $10 million annually.
During the early 1950's, Liberia began to exploit iron ore and diamond deposits, but
rubber continued to account for at least 85% of total trade.
The late 1950's saw substantial changes taking place. The iron ore mines went
into full production and exports doubled form $40 million to $80 million. Rubber increased in volume but accounted for only 50% of total trade. The United States purchased 50 % of Liberia's exports in 1960 while European Common Market and the
United Kingdom substantially increased their purchases. It was only during the last
five years of the 1950's that Liberia freed itself from total commercial dependence
on its rubber trade.

The first five years of the next decade continued the trends established in the late
1950's. The common Market continued to buy more of Liberia's products. The United States purchased less than 50% of total exports for the first time.
By 1964 exports jumped to $120 million despite a heavy decline in the world price
rubber. The period 1965 -67 saw further changes in volume, composition and
destination of exports. Total exports rose to $159 million by 1967 and iron
ore continued its steady growth as Liberia's principal export commodity, rising to
73% of total exports in 1967. Although the total quantity of rubber exported increased
during this period, rubber exports accounted for a small share of total exports (17 %in 1967) because of declining rubber prices and increasing iron ore exports. Exports
to the United States declined further, both in percentage( down to only 30% in 1967) and
value (from $57 million to $47 Million during this period). The Common Market purchased 56% of Liberia's total exports in 1967.

of

Table

I

THE VALUE OF LIBERIA'S TOTAL EXPORTS AND IMPORTS INCLUDING IRON ORE,
RUBBER AND OTHER EXPORTS FOR SELECTED YEARS FROM 1941 -1967 WITH US
AND EEC SHARE OF LIBERIAN EXPORTS, (IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

Year

Total
Imports

Total
Exports

1941

3

5

1945
1950
1955
1960
1965
1967

14

11

11

28
43
83
13 5
15 8

26
69
105
125

Iron

0
0
0
7

35

96
1 1

5

Rubber

Other

4

10
19
33
39
29
27

Source: Foreign Trade Supplement, of 1960 for
1967 for 1965 and 1967, Monrovia.

1

9
3
9

10
16
1941

US Share

.1

n. a.

.0

nt a.
92%
87%
50%
37%
30%

EEC Share

n. a.
n. a.
6%
9%

25%
52%
56%

to 1960; the Economic Survey,
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Agricultural Exports
Agriculture accounts for only 20% of the total value of exports, although this sector of the economy provides employment for nearly 80% of the adult working population.
The most important export crop by far is rubber, while coffee, cocoa, and palm kernels
are exported to a much lesser extent. Liberia's Four Year Plan for Economic and
Social Development outlined the following objectives to agriculture: "to encourage the
introduction of new export cash crops to diversify agricultural exports... to promote
local processing of the products of our fields and forests; to foster the production of
local raw materials necessary for industrialization. " Thus the two main goals in agriculture are the diversification of export crops and the processing of agricultural
products in both finished and semi- finished form for the export market.
Rubber
Since 1926 when the Firestone Company began work on the rubber plantation that
was to become the largest single rubber estate in the world, the Liberian rubber industry has enjoyed a primary position in the economy. It accounted for well over 50%
of exports until 1958 when the first iron ore mine began full production. It will remain
Liberia's principal economic activity in terms of generating employment and income
for Liberians, since it still provides for nearly half the total paid employment in Liberia (versus 10% for the iron industry).
About three- fourths of annual rubber exports are produced by the six foreign concessions which own about half of Liberia's 275,000 acres of rubber. Private farms,
from a few large estates to small family plots, produce the remaining exports. Exports
have continually risen in quantity through the years but total income derived from rubber
has declined. From 1964 to 1967, export volume increased by 30% but value actually
decreased by 10 %.

Since 1961 when the price of rubber was 30 cents per pound, the price has steadily
declined. In 1967 Liberian farmers received only 12 1/2 cents per pound, the lowest
price in nineteen years. This situation resulted in a decision by the government to
institute a price support system. In late 1968 and early 1969 there was some improvement in rubber prices due primarily to a decision by the United States to maintain higher stockpiles.
The substantial increase in rubber exports during the early 1960 despite the fall
in prices is due to the rapid expansion program begun in early 1950 in response to the
high prices of rubber during the Korean War, and to the development of new clones in
the replanting program, mainly on the plantations of foreign companies. Yields per
acre on both the concessions and larger private farms are expected to rise sharply
in the next four to five years as the replanted acreage reaches maturity. By the mid 1970's production growth will probably decline. Over the period 1969 -1975, production
growth should be about 5% per annum. The following table presents total rubber exports since 1945 with a projection for 1975.
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Table II
QUANTITY AND VALUE OF RUBBER EXPORTS, 1945 -1967
WITH A PROJECTION FOR 1975

Year
1945
1950
1955
1960
1965
1975

(Millions of Pounds)
Quantity

(Millions of Dollars)
Value

43.2
66.7
87.5
95.6

31.7
37. 6

116.1

29.0

16

11.6
18.8

5.0 (low)

220.0 (high)

-

Source: "Firestone Plantation Company" in, Robert W. Clower, et al. , Growth Without Development: An Economic Survey of Liberia, p. 154; the FAO, op. cit. 4.
Rubber Price Outlook
The long -run price outlook for rubber is not encouraging. The dilemma of natural rubber results from the growing competition from synthetic rubber production
and consumption. For example, consumption of synthetic rubber between 1953 to 1955
was 1.3 million tons out of a total world rubber consumption of 3.1 million tons. By
1966 out of a total of 6. 6 million tons of world rubber consumption synthetic rubber accounted for 4.1 million tons. Whereas synthetic rubber was 33% of the total rubber
consumed between 1953 -1959, by 1966 it had risen to 63%. Annual consumption of synthetic rubber has been rising by 11% while natural rubber consumption has been increasing by only 3%. To further add to the forecast of gloom, FAO projects that by 1975 natural rubber supply will be in excess of demand by 16 -18%. 1 This is a magnitude of excess
that will inevitably contribute to a further downward pressure on natural rubber prices.

Prices during the 1970's are likely to fall even below the 1960's price levels. This
strongly suggests that many Liberian farmers or, for that matter, many rubber producing countries, would not cover their cost of production at a much lower price level.
Viability of the rubber industry eill depend on the extent to which the cost reducing
effects of high yielding clones, etc. , would be effective in offsetting rising wages and
other related costs.
To meet the challenge of a price squeeze, the rubber industry in Liberia and in
particular independent Liberian farmers will have to become more efficient. Improved
management, replanting to increase yield per acre, incentive schemes to increase the
productivity of tappers, and improvement in quality are of crucial important if
the rubber industry is to overcome the vagaries of the world market price and the corn-

petition from synthetics.
Coffee

After rubber, coffee is the second most important cash crop in Liberia and the
1. Agriculture Commodities Projections for 1975 and 1985, Food and Agriculture
PDF compression,
OCR, web optimization
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and the main crop of small family farms. Encouraging results have been achieved
since 1960 in stabilizing coffee exports. Before 1960, Liberia's coffee exports fluctuated between 300 and 1000 long tons. The principal markets were the Netherlands and
Germany which accounted for 75% of total coffee exports. A public marketing organization, the Liberian Produce Marketing Corporation (LPMC), then took over the exclusive right to export coffee. The United States became the principal market, buying
about 80% of all exports. Exports rose but still fluctuated because an undetermined
amount of the exported coffee was brought over the borders from neighbouring countries.
To ensure an adequate and stable market for Liberian coffee, Liberia adhered
to the International Coffee Organization (ICO) Agreement. Its quota then rose from
1,100 tons as a non - member to 3,600 ton per year. Provision is made for annual increment of 10% until a total of 6,000 ton is exported. Liberia is also allowed to sell to
non -quota countries 300 -500 long tons per year.

Efforts are now being made to insure a steady supply of coffee for export by replanting sub - standard trees on the small farms. The main market remains the United
States and the EEC countries which import about 10 -20% of total Liberian coffee exports.
The following table presents total coffee exports since 1955 with a projection for 1975.
Table III
THE QUANTITY AND VALUE OF LIBERIAN COFFEE EXPORTS, 1955, 1966, 1965 -68
WITH A PROJECTION FOR 1975

Year
1955
1960
1965
1966
1967
1968
1975

Quantity
(long tons)

Value
(thousands of dollars)

330
895

226
538

3,164
8,183
4,243
4,532
6,600

1,839

5,659
2,839
3,113

4,356

The United States will probably continue to take most of Liberia's exports because
of the difficulty of overcoming the EEC duty of 9.6 %. Assuming the EEC countries
would buy 15% of total coffee exports during the next five years, in the absence of tariff
concession and the price of coffee at about $660 per long ton, it would cost Liberia

about $50,000 per year in tariff duties. Assuming that this represented savings it
would provide stimulation to producers who must double their 1965 production by 1975
if Liberia is to fulfill its ICO quota. It should be pointed out that the benefits of this
increase in exports will flow directly to the producers on small family farms who are
presently only on the fringes of the cash economy.
Palm Kernels

Palm kernels have long been exported by Liberia and rank third as an agricultural export after rubber and coffee. Most of the kernels originate from wild trees on
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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small family farms. The outside of the palm nut is used for locally consumed palm
oil and the kernel is sold to LPM C which has the exclusive right to export. In the early 1950's exports were at the 50 million pound level, but in recent years exports have
averaged between 15 and 30 million pounds. The following table presents exports from
1950 to 1967, with a projection for 1975:
Table IV
QUANTITY AND VALUE OF PALM KERNEL EXPORTS,
1950 -1967 WITH PROJECTION FOR 1975

Year

Quantity
(million pounds)

1950
1955
1960
1965
1967
1975

41
21

34
26
29

45-55

Value
(million dollars)
n. a.
1. 0
1. 9

2.1
1. 8

3-4.0

Source: Growth: 1950, 1955, 1960. Economic Survey 1965, 1967, 1975, staff research,
Department of Planning and Economic Affairs, Monrovia.
The above table shows that palm kernel exports are usually less than $2 million
annually but there are plans for three new plantations which would greatly increase
export of kernels as a by- product to the production of palm oil. Assuming that all
presently planned 16,000 acres come into production the increase could be about 20
million pounds annually.

While the export of palm kernels is not hindered by any tariff in the Common
Market, the increase in palm kernel exports forecast above hinges substantially on
marketing arrangements since the proposed p lantations may not be viable unless Liberia gets preferential access to the European Markets, just as many African countries
presently have.
The processing of palm kernels into oil could be facilitated through the appropriate international trade policy. A feasibility report concluded that a plant for oil
presents an attractive investment possiblity. both for the local and export market.

Exports however, would be hindered by the 15% duty applied to kernel oil in the
EEC. The relatively high rate is used to protect the large scale crushing industry
in the Netherlands, Belgium, and elsewhere which are currently working at less than
capacity. Whether kernel oil exports can be stimulated and increased with the EEC
countries is unclear because it would be a product "similar to or competitive with"
European products. and therefore import policy on such a product is to be determined
solely by the EEC members, after consultation with the Associated States. This provision can be read to mean that the interests of an associated state will be protected
from competing products but, more likely, the EEC has reserved power over these
products to preserve its own interests. A tax has already been proposed on certain
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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oils and fats to decrease their consumption and increase their butter consumption to
eliminate the butter surplus in the EEC countries. This policy, though presently shelved, was aimed directly at protecting the interest of EE C members where products
from third countries compete with products of the Associated States.
Cocoa
Cocoa exports have been steadily rising in the past few years but production, which
is solely from small farms, is still small. Less than a million dollars annually is
exported and up to 50% of this originates outside of Liberia where prices have generally
been lower. The exclusive exporters, LPMC, intends to stimulate local production
through an extensive research and replanting programme since there is a potential for
cocoa cultivation. It is expected that exports will double to about 3,000 or 4,000 long
tons in the next five years. The following table presents Liberia's cocoa exports from
1955 to 1968, with a projection for 1975:

Table

V

THE QUANTITY AND VALUE OF LIBERIA'S COCOA EXPORTS,
1955 -68, WITH PROJECTIONS FOR 1975

Year

Quantity
(long tons)

1955
1960
1965
1968
1975

480
996

Value
(thousands of dollars)

314

507
346

864

2,390
4,000

,606
2,400 (est.
1

@

$600 /ton)
1955 and 1960, Foreign Trade Supplement,
Bureau of Economic Research and Statistics, 19651975, staff research, Department of Planning and
Economic Affairs, Monrovia.

Source: Data for

Cocoa is currently in very high demand on the world market. In April 1969, the
price was $840 per ton. LPMC predicts a price of about $700 in 1971 and $600 by 1973,
though it is admitted that prices are too volatile to predict with much certainty. The
price may be stabilized if agreement is reached within the world cocoa organization.
Discussions are currently taking place.

Liberia's principal market for cocoa is the European Common Market. Present ly there is no difficulty selling over the tariff barrier of 5.4%. However, if the world
price declines in the next few years, Liberia may experience more difficulty in surmounting this tarriff barrier since the EEC is under obligation to take into consideration
the interests of the present Associated States. This may present some difficulty in
obtaining an adequate quota allotment for Liberia. When Nigeria became an Associated
State, quotas were assigned to it on the theory that the interests of the other associated
states had to be protected. The other associated members then had about a 40% share
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of the market versus Nigeria's 20%. Perhaps Liberia's small level of production (amounting to . 7% of the EEC market in 1968) may not seriously affect the interest of the pre-

sent associated states.
If Liberia is able to secure some preferential treatment, on the other hand, and
current projections of price and quantity are accurate, the duty saved (at 5.4 %) would
be a little over $100,000 during 1970 -1974, if unlimited access were granted. If quotas
were imposed based on the average 1966 -68 exports plus a 3% yearly increment (like

the formula applied to Nigeria), the duty saved would be about $60,000. What is significant is that cocoa production is mainly in the hands of small farmers. While the
duty saved is important, the real benefit of some form of association is eliminating
the discrimination in the EEC and making further development of the cocoa industry

profitable.
New Export

Possibilities

The first goal of the Four Year Plan for agriculture is to "encourage the introduction of new export cash crops to diversify agricultural exports and increase income and
employment for Liberians. " This diversification is necessary to reduce Liberia's
excessive dependence on two primary export products. There are extensive uncultivated land areas in Liberia for various cash crops, including palm oil, copra, fruits, and
tobacco.

Palm Oil
The most promising of these new export possibilities is palm oil. No palm oil
is presently exported from Liberia although small farmers produce enough for the
local market. A large increase in palm oil production is planned for the 1970's using
commercial plantations. A 5,000 acre plantation has been fully planted and is now
beginning to produce. A Liberian -owned plantation (3,500) acres is now in the nursery
state of production and a third (7,500) is planned but not yet financed.

The biggest problem in developing these plantations is gaining access to the European markets since other West African countries have preferential access to the EEC
or the United Kingdom while Liberia does not. A second problem is that palm oil is
currently a favorite international solution to the diversification of agricultural exports
in less developed countries. As a result, a large increase in the supply of palm oil,
perhaps double by the mid 1970's, could depress prices. It has been predicted that the
price of palm oil (cif, Europe) will fall in the range of $155 per metric ton during the
mid- 1970's compared to a level of $220 or more in most years since 1954. Besides
the increased production, there are other factors which make the outlook uncertain
for palm oil. The EEC proposed (and then shelved) a plan to tax products competing
with butter in order to decrease the butter surplus in Europe. In addition the expansion in demand for oilcake meal has stimulated the production of by- product oils which
compete with palm oil. The above price predictions also assume that growth in soybean
oil output will be slowed down under the United States government's price support programs, or that Public Law 480 shipments of soybean oil will rise substantially and
take some of the oil off the market.

Exports of palm oil form Liberia are difficult to predict since financing has not
been completed for all three plantations and since high local acceptance of the oil,
which has a distinctly different taste from oil of wild palm, may also reduce exports.
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rough estimates have been made: by 1976, Liberia will produce between 4, 000
8,000 metric tons and by 1979, between 14,000 and 18,000 metric tons of palm oil.

Liberia needs access to the markets of the EEC countries to sell such an increased
oil production. All eighteen African Associated States avoid the 9% tariff barrier under
the Yaounde Convention. This barrier may be reduced by the EE C to 7% in the near
future but even that preference is still sufficient to hinder development of palm oil in
Liberia. There is also a price support system which benefits producers when the world
price falls below the "reference price, " currently at about $225 per ton. When Nigeria
became an associated state the EEC countries allowed a certain quota of palm oil products in their markets duty free while the remaining oil was subject to the standard
9% duty.
If unlimited acess is allowed, Liberian producers would save about $120,000 for
8,000 tons annually or $250, 000 if 18,000 tons were exported annually. In addition to
this benefit, the completion of the largest of the proposed plantation with a payroll of
$300,000 per year for 750 Liberians would be assured. Without preferential access
to the Common Market, the survival of more than one palm oil plantation in Liberia
and the possibilities for exports is very doubtful.

Other New Exports Crops
Soils and climate are favorable to a number of other products, but progress has
so far been limited. The following products are being considered as good potential

investments:
Copra
According to the Four Year Plan for economic and social development reconnaissnace surveys suggest that the sandy dune areas of Liberia and other zones inappropriate for high yield oil palm or other cash crops are suitable for coconut production.
A feasibility study of high yield coconut cultivation has been proposed.
Tobacco
Good quality cigar wrapper tobacco is now exported in small quantities by two
private companies and progress is spawning new interest in this crop.

MINING EXPORTS

Iron Ore
The development of Liberia's extensive high -grade iron ore deposits is the back
bone of the country's recent economic growth. It accounted for 72% of exports in 1967
and 27% of the gross domestic produst, making it the most important economic activity in the country. While the enclave character of the iron ore industry severely limits its impact on other sectors of the economy and employment is limited to 10, 000
persons (compared to the rubber industry'd 40,000). the industry has contributed to the
development of labor skills.

Production
which
started
in 1951 by
one aconcession
produced
3 million
tons
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of iron ore per year until the 1960's when three more companies started operations.
The four companies, which invested about $350 million by 1965, have a production capacity of about 25 million tons per year. In 1967, about 17 million tons, valued at $115
million were produced. The reserve at the present mining sites are estimated at a
billion tons and there are other areas in Liberia that may also prove suitable for pro-

fitable production.
Europe buys about 66% of Liberia's iron ore exports, followed by the United States
with 19%. Some of these export s are sold in captive markets, that is, to the companies that run the mining operations. Prices for Liberian ore have followed the downward trend of world prices but at a steeper rate. Seven developing countries had the
value of their iron ore exports decline 4.4% per year f rom the period 1960 -62 to 196567 but the value of Liberian ore declined 12. 3 %.
Table VI
THE QUANTITY AND VALUE OF LIBERIAN IRON ORE EXPORTS,
1950 -1967

Year

1950
1955
1960
1965
1967

Quantity
(thousand of long tons)
0

1,716
2,915
15,100

17,200

Value
(millions of dollars)
0

6.7
34. 6

96.0
115.1

The question of local processing of iron ore is a complicated one. One study
concluded that steel could be produced more cheaply in Liberia than elsewhere in Africa though another study reported that Liberian steel would cost 46% more than the current
market prices. The main problem. of course is the size of the local market which is
too small for the minimum scale mill needed for economic production. Assuming that
Nigeria produces enough steel for her own market and that of Niger, it is felt that the
remaining thirteen West African countries could not support a steel mill. The economic
question also of where to place this mill is complicated by political issues which must
be solved simultaneously. But the fact remains that unless these problems are solved
probably within the framework of the West African Economic Grouping, Liberia will
be unable to process any of its large production of iron ore.

Diamonds
Diamond exports began in a significant amount about 1956. Between 1956 and
1965, exports increased from $1.4 million to $2.2 million. In 1966, exports increased
substantially to $3.1 million and in 1967 a record high of $5million was reached. The
volume of diamond exports is sporadically stimulated by the discovery of new mining
areas and the generally favorable tax treatment of this industry. It has been said that
exports are valued at about 1/5 of their real value. Twelve siamond mining companies
were active in Liberia in 1967.
PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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IMPORTS

Liberia's pattern of imports has changed significantly since World War II. It
has grown from $42. 9 million in 1959 to $69 million in 1960, and by 1967 the value had
risen to $125 million increasing as approximately the same rate as exports.
The significant increases in the 1960's are a direct consequence of stepped up
investment in iron ore development. Machinery and equipment imports were very high
during this boom period accounting for as much as $54 million in 1962 and since averaging around $35 million a year.
As a result of the rapid increase in capital equipment there was an adverse trade
balance for merchandise items for the first time in 1961 which continued through 1963
but was reversed in 1964.

Import of consumer items has also been rising quite steadily. Imports of food
products have doubled since 1960 to an annual level of over $20 million. Rice represents
the largest item of food import, $6 -8 million per year, followed by imports of meats
and dairy products. Beverages and tobacco also represent significant items of import.
The general trends have been an increase in imports from the common market,
and a decrease in imports from the United States. During the 1940's and 1950's the
United States was the leading exporter to Liberia, accounting for 65% of total imports
in 1951 versus 10% for the Common Market. By 1955, the American share was slightly
down but the EEC doubled its share, mainly in capital imports. The trend continued
so that in 1964 Liberia imported 40% from the United States and 30% from the EEC.
The downward slope of American exports to Liberia then leveled off and for the next
three years there was a ratio of about 45% to 20 %.

Liberia's intra- African trade is extremely small, as is the case for most other
West African countries. Exports have never been over the $2 1/2 million level in 1967
which is only 1.5% of total Liberian exports. The situation is similar for imports from
other African countries which amounted to almost $2 million in 1967 or 1. 5% of total
Liberian imports.

II

ALTERNATIVES LIBERIA FACES

Since the late 1950's Liberia has witnessed a downward trend in agricultural prices
generally while the price of manufactured goods have followed an upward spiral. Rubber and iron ore are of such importance to the Liberian economy that in 1957 they generated 89% of total export earning. Government revenues as a consequence depend
on the products of the minimg and rubber industries, the prices of which are a function
of world prices.

Agricultural prices and in particular rubber and iron ore prices cannot be expected

rise in the near future because of the change in the structure of demand for natural
rubber, which results from the pressure of synthetics and the increasing supply of iron
to

ore on the world market.
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Acting alone, Liberia cannot take any action that can meanigfully change the pat-

tern of external prices and the shrinking volume of aid. Long -run interest requires
that Liberia re- examine its outlook and prepare itself for the changing pattern and
structure of international trade. The discussions in the United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT),
and the EEC and within sub -regional grouping in Africa suggest that the 1970's will result in a re- evaluation of commercial policies. The following sections examine the
alternatives which could provide some basis for a new look at possible strategy for
future international trade policies.
Trade with the European Common Market
In light of the significance of the European Economic Community (EEC) as a market for tropical exports and recent development in the Liberian economy and international trade, the government of Liberia has considered it important to keep under review
the pattern and trend of trade with the EEC countries and to assess the advantages
or disadvantages of association status. Gradual changes in the structure of the economy
reflecting continued expansion in the range of export products in the agricultural and
forestry sectors, the beginnings of a shift from primary products exports to semifinished and finished products, and the increase in the flow of Liberia export to the
EEC (from 6% in 1951 to 56 %) suggest the importance of trade links with the EEC and the
impact of tariff discrimination against Liberian exports in those markets. Preliminary
studies have shown that while Liberia's principal exports, iron and rubber, are not
now affected, the development of new products for exports such as processed timber,
palm oil, palm kernel oil, citrus fruits, and tobacco and the expansion of present exports such as cocoa and coffee would be hindered by tariff discriminations in the Common
Market. The development of these new exports is necessary to avoid over -dependence
on iron and rubber whose prices, strongly declining in recent years, do not offer and
optimistic outlook for the future.

Tariff discrimination against some Liberian products arises because of the special tariff concessions given by the EEC to members of the Yaounde Convention, which
is made up of 18 former oversea territories of Common Market member states. The
convention basically provides that all products from the Yaounde Associates shall enter
the Common Market duty free and that in return Common Market products enter each
African member state duty free. There are also provisions for a large amount of financial aid and common institutions to implement the convention. Liberia's products are
therefore at a competitive disadvantage vis -a -vis the associated states.

Tariff discrimination also results from a second form of association, typified
by the Lagos Agreement which associated Nigeria with the Common Market. Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria, and Ghana will use this form of association as model, if they
become associated members. The Lagos Agreement provides duty free access for
all Nigerian products, excluding some important Nigerian exports which are limited
by quota, in return for a tariff concession in Nigeria on a specified list of Common
Market products. No aid or other ties are involved. Both of these forms of association formally set up a free trade area between the Common Market and each African
country, although there is some doubt whether the Nigerian Agreement really complies
with the requirements for free trade areas. If Liberia wishes to gain a competitive
position vis -a -vis these countries already linked with the EEC but avoid ties which are
too binding economically and politically, association along the lines of the Nigerian
Agreement would achieve this.
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Although the six Common Market countries insisted on reducing the preferences
granted to the Yaounde Associates during the renewal of that Convention, the measures
taken were not sufficient to make some of Liberia's exports competitive with the products
of the associated states. It would be no advantage for Liberia to remain (eventually)
the only country in West Africa without preferential trade links with the principal markets of Europe since its products compete with exports of other West African countries.
The present indications are that much of Africa will have some form of trade ties
with the EEC during the 1970's. At the present time all the French -speaking West African countries, except Guinea, have become associated with the Common Market.
Nigeria signed an association agreement (which was never ratified by all the EEC countries) but has rejected renewal of the agreement due to French support of Biafra.
Ghana is now discussing association with the EEC, as are Morocco, Tunisia, and Algeria. Sierra Leone has expressed interest, if Britain were to join the EEC. Britain's
association, which is much more likely since the resignation of General de Gaulle,
would probably cause the Commonwealth nations to seek some form of formal trade
ties with the EEC.
It is possible, however that a parallel efforts of the UNCTAD will result in a worldwide, non -discriminatory, non -reciprocal system for some of the products of all less
developed countries but attempts in the past have been a failure. Liberia will benefit from any success by UNCTAD but cannot do any more than lend its support to UNC
TAD's efforts. If Liberia is to take advantage of association with the Common Market,
immediate steps are called for to protect her position in the 1970's.

The Significance of Common Market Tariffs on Liberian Exports

Common Market tariffs present no obstacles for Liberia's major current exports,
but will hinder the development of potential exports such as palm oil, processed tim-

ber, and citrus fruits.
The four important exports, iron ore, rubber, diamonds, and palm kernels, which
accounted for 94% of Liberia's exports in 1967 are not subject to duty in the Common
Market. Neither the Yaounde Associates nor Nigeria enjoy a competitive advantage
over Liberia in these products, but they do have an advantage in the remaining current
exports, coffee and cocoa. Since most of Liberia's coffee exports go to the United
States and, in any case, are limited by quota by the International Coffee Agreement,
there is no great value in association as far as coffee is concerned, except insofar as
the EEC becomes an alternate market. Before the Common Market came into existence
in 1958, the Netherlands bought about 80% of Liberia's coffee exports.
Cocoa faces a 5.4% tariff in the EEC but demand is currently such that Liberia
can easily sell over this barrier. If production catches up with demand in the 1970's
as forecasted, association would be valuable for this commodity.

The EEC has indicated in negotiations for the renewal of the Yaounde Convention,
that the duty on coffee should be reduced from 9.6% to 6% and on cocoa from 5.4% to
4 %, which of course will favor non -associated countries.

Present development plans call for the export of palm oil and processed timber.
Liberia will face a considerable barrier in the EEC on these products. Palm oil would
have to overcome a 9% tariff barrier to compete with palm oil from the Congo, Ivory
Dahomey.
It is possible that this tariff will be reduced to 6% in the near
Coast, and
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future but that is still sufficiently high to protect the palm oil industries of the associated states.
Plywood and veneer will be produced in Liberia for export in the next four years
but will face a tariff barrier of 15% and 8% respectively. While the company that will
process timber has a relatively secure market outlet in the United States, further development of Liberia's timber resources into finished or semi - finished products will
be hindered if the EEC is not available as a market. Other products which will one
day be developed for export also face tariff barriers: citrus fruits, palm kernel oil,
rubber goods, and tobacco. If the EEC could be opened for these products, perhaps
their development will be accelerated.

The Effect of Currency Devaluation
In addition to the fiscal charges the recent devaluation of the French franc by 12. 5%
followed by the devaluation of the CFA franc countries of the associated members of
the EEC and Mali, will also affect some Liberian exports to the EEC, and in particular to France, in the long run. The immediate impact may be limited presently because
neither France nor the CFA franc area provide significant markets for Liberian exports.
In addition Liberia's major exports, iron ore and rubber, sell at world market prices
that will not be affected by the devaluations.

There is a cause, however, for concern for our agricultural exports which are the
basis of any diversifications program in the immediate future. To diversify and
develop agricultural exports in the European markets will depend on the competitiveness of such exports. Timber, palm oil, pineapple, coffee, cocoa, and other agricultural exports which compete with similar exports from the Ivory Coast, Gabon, and the
other associated states will suddenly be 12 1/2% cheaper in markets of third co untries.
The problem could be all the more compounded if devaluation of the French franc were
followed by another devaluation of sterling in the near future. In that case, most of the
sterling area countries od West Africa would also devalue their currencies thus further
reducing the competitiveness of Liberian agricultural exports. Quick and decisive
policy decisions are called for if future expansion of the agricultural based industries
is to be realized and the upward movement of exports to Europe is not to be reversed.
Reasons for Continued "Wait and See" Policy

There are various reasons that action has not been taken on association with the
Common Market. Past studies have taken a "wait and see" attitude on the grounds that
an application would be premature because 94% of Liberian exports face no tariff barriers
in the EEC. Projects for the exportation of palm oil and timber were hardly in the planning stages and actual production was not foreseen in the near future. There were
also hopes for preferences on tropical products on a world wide, non-reciprocal, nondiscriminatory basis under UNCTAD. An agreement of this type would reduce the
need for Liberia to join the EEC since her processed or semi-processed products would
not have to overcome tariff preferences granted. to Nigeria or the Yaounde Associates,
nor would Liberia have to grant reciprocal preferences to European products.
There has been some concern over the preferences which Liberia would have to
grant on imports from EEC. Such preferences would imply discrimination against other trading partners and Liberia's traditional policy of an "open door" for free trade
would be restricted for the first time. It has also been argued that an association
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agreement would not constitute a significant step in overcoming the difficulties of regional integration and in fact may present some legal obstacles. Although the Yaounde
Convention approved customs unions or free trade areas between associated states
any such integration between an associated state and a non -associated state would not
be "incompatible with the principles and provisions" of the Yaounde Convention. The
Lagos Agreement contains a similar provision on compatibility and would give no ad vance blessing by the EEC to any customs union.
The expiration of the agreements of association with the EEC have presented an
opportune time for reassessment of the problems outlined above. While most of Liberia's exports are not affected by present EEC tariffs, the development of future exports
are hindered. Projects for palm oil and processed timber are well underway and their
success may depend on the EEC market. UNCTAD has been unable to arrange a generalized system of preferences and, although there are still hopes for success, alternate
courses of action must be considered. The fear of impinging on Liberia's traditional
free trade policy is balanced by the realization that none of the traditional trading part ners of Liberia would be injured economically by Liberia's association because Liberia
would offer preferences only on products whose trade is already directed by the EEC.
Lastly, little opposition can be realistically expected from the EEC on African attempts
at regional cooperation in spite of apparent legal difficulties.

The Implications of Inter- African Trade and Regional Cooperation

Every case of economic regionalism has developed as a result of a need to accomplish certain specific objectives and to avert conditions that limit the maximum use of
economic potential among the cooperating states. The level of economic development
the size and magnitude of financial interest, extent of trade, political maturity, national
aspirations, geographical proximity, economic infrastructure, industrial development,
and cultural and financial ties, are some of the fundamental conditions that have influenced the form of cooperation appropriate to meeting the needs of the cooperating states.
The concept of free trade perhaps is practical for the more developed countries
of Europe because European countries already have an integrated infrastructure. Beside European countries have always traded with each other. The main difficulty embodied in the European situation is that of the institutional structure which is mainly
based on a strictly national pattern. In their case, once these official obstacles are
removed a greater flow of trade can be expected.

The countries of West Africa on the other hand are underdeveloped economically.
There is poor communication, imports are manufactured goods from developed countries
and exports are mainly primary products. As a matter of fact, less than 2% of total
trade in West Africa is with countries in the region.
It would be unrealistic therefore to attribute the low level of trade between West
African countries to official trade barriers or payment difficulties. The fact that some
barriers exist between countries is worthwhile mentioning, but the crux of the problem
is that the countries of West Africa have no significant need for each other's major
products in trade since these are produced by all of the countries in the region.

The problem in attempting to promote economic cooperation is not one of liberalization of trade but the creation of markets; not broadening the area of competition
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but achieving coordination of industrial development and diversification of production.
The theory of economic development which has been elaborated in institutions of
learning, the United Nations and the ECA in the last decade and the efforts on the part
of some individual states in their attempt to forge economic links provide ample information on the merits of sub- regional cooperation. It is difficult to criticize the principles of broadening the markets where they are too narrow in order to accomodate better
economies of scale for optimum use of resources; and it is also somewhat convincing
that a rational allocation of industrial opportunities will expand the base for industrial
opportunities and lead us into a take -off stage of industrialization.
The history of results achieved suggest that even as the theory is acceptable it
has produced disappointing results in the practical implementation that must be the
basis for achievement. For Liberia in particular the main usefulness of these results
is their documentary value.

Expansion of Liberia's external trade or for that matter diversification of exports
cannot be achieved through sub-regional economic cooperation. The non-compensatory
nature of our economies in the West African sub - region makes this quite clear. To
broaden the base of its economy Liberia will have to exploit its natural resources,
develop and expand agricultural base industries by the introduction of new crops and
the adding of more value to exports through processing of both agricultural and mineral exports into semi - finished or finished products where possible. The markets of
West Africa certainly will not provide the opportunity to achieve this goal because of
the non-compensatory nature of our principle items of production.

Development of a specific industry such as the iron and steel potential of West
Africa, considered on a regional basis, has also encountered difficulties over the problem of location and allocation of such industries. The proposed West African Iron and
Steel Authority which was the subject of several meetings few years ago never materialized because of these difficulties which are both political and economic. The economics
involved, which stem mainly from the fact that some industries have greater multiplier
effects than others in creating complimentary activities, further accentuates the problem
of reconciling economic interests in the cooperating states.
While it is true that the attempt made by Liberia, Guinea, Ivory Coast and Sierra
Leone to cooperate in the area of trade and development floundered mainly as a result
of political problems, it is doubtful that the absence of political difficulties would have
resulted in any appreciable success. The theory of a free trade area in an expanded
market arrangement involving two or more countries has considerable appeal but its
practical application requires a number of prerequisites which the Liberian economy
in particular does not have to make it of practical benefit. Where two or nore countries
are linked together in a common market arrangement the less developed in the group
invariably becomes a market for the products of the more advanced among the cooperating countries. The conditions that exist among the countries of West Africa are so
varied, and the disparaties in currencies and fiscal structure are such that it would
be difficult to achieve an equitable arrangement which would be simple enough to admin-

ister.
For example, in the survey that was conducted by the Economic Intelligence Unit
prior to the arrangements between the Ivory Coast, Sierra Leone and Guinea it was
found that Liberia has fewer industries than the other three countries. The Liberian
internal market both in terms of population size and effective demand was also smaller
than the other
countries.
About using
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from customs duty which suggests that any trading arrangements on preferential basis
would necessitate readjustment on the fiscal structure to compensate for revenue losses.
In addition, the weak currency position of the Republic of Guinea provided an additional

obstacle.
These are the real problems which must be matched against the real benefits that
any trading arrangements must take into account. A meaningful trade policy for the
1970's which would promote a diversified agricultural base and expanded external trade
would have to be rational enough to consider these factors. What Liberia needs is access to a wider market than that available in West Africa. Expansion of trade would
require a program involving maximum utilization of agricultural base industries in the
second and tertiary stages which would eventually produce some finished products for
the local market, an expanding international trade is the more logical basis on which
we can expect to expand industrial activity.
While the principles of economic cooperation or the free trade area have considerable merits in terms of the ideals and goals that are sought for bringing more industrialization into the sub -region, these can find practical application only in the long
run. It would be a mistake therefore to use long run objectives as a solution to short
run benefits and individual interest.
The question then is can Liberia without preferential trade links with any of the
principal markets in Europe afford the sacrifice and opportunity cost of a trade policy
oriented and committed to regionalism. It is doubtful that national interest in this
case can best be served by such a policy.

The suggestion here is not that Liberia should abandon completely present the
ideals and goals of economic cooperation, nor is it a call for sacrificing the friendship
and goodwill that characterized diplomatic and political relations with other courtries
in African sub - region. Rather it is intended to focus the distinctions between theory
and practical results, between goals and ideals and objective possibilities.
The rationale envisaged does not call for a brand new trade policy nor is it intended
to be a condemnation of present policies. It calls for an adjustment in outlook to the
more practical present day realities of import subsitution on a regional basis, accepting
the principle of economic cooperation as an ideal, but re- examining its practical implementation with a view to adopting it only to serving the future requirements and goal
of the Liberian economy.
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TABLE VII

QUANTITY, VALUE AND PROJECTIONS OF LIBERIAN EXPORTS
OF COCOA, COFFEE, PLYWOOD, VENEER, AND PALM OIL TO
THE EEC AND THE IMPACT OF EEC EXTERNAL DUTIES
1965 -1975

Year

1965

Quantity
(long tons for
coffee & cocoa
and metric tons
for palm oil)

Commodity

Cocoa
Coffee
Plywood

Value: $
(CIF,
Europe)

Duty to be paid

346,500
58,424

18,711

100
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

864

Veneer
Palm oil
Other

5,608
0
0
0
0

Total
1966

$24,319

1,275

Cocoa
Coffee

844

Plywood

0
0
0
0

Veneer
Palm oil

Other

566,085
594,191
0
0
0
0

30,568
57,092
0
0
0
0

$87,610

Total
1967

Cocoa
Coffee
Plywood

1,317
741
0
0
0
0

Veneer
Palm oil
Other

766,600
495,846

41,396
47,601

0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

$88,997
Total
1968

2,390

Cocoa
Coffee
Plywood

669

Palm oil

0
0
0

Other

0

Veneer

1,606,145
441,540

86,731
42,387

0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0

$129,118

Total
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Year

Commodity

Quantity

1969

Cocoa
Coffee
Plywood

2,400

1,920,000

103,680

723

477,180

45,809

0

Veneer
Palm oil
Other

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Value:$

0

Duty Reduction:$

Total
1970

$149,489

2,500

Cocoa :high
low
Coffee:high

1,660
777
722

low
Plywood

1,875,000
1,245,000
512,820

476,520

0

Veneer
Palm oil:high

0
0

0

0
0

low

0

0

101,250

67,230
49,230
45,749
0
0
0
0

Total:high

$150, 480
$112, 975

low
1971

3,000
1,749

Cocoa:high
low

Coffee:high

831

low
Plywood

743

2,100,000
1,224,300
548,460
490,380

113,400
66,112

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Veneer
Palm oil:high
low

0
0

52,562
47,076

Total:high

$166,052

low
1972

$113,188

3,500

Cocoa :high
low
Coffee:high

1,801

low
Plywood

Veneer
Palm oil:high

2,100,000
1,080,000

885
764

584,100

0

0
0

504,000

0
0
0

low

113,400

58,352
56,073
48,407
0

0

0
0

0

0

Total :high

$169,473
$106,759

low
1973

4,000

2,400,000

1,855
939
785

1,113, 000
619, 740
518,100

0

0

0

Veneer
Palm oil:high

0

0

low

0

0
0
0

Cocoa :high
low

Coffee:high
low
Plywood

0

Total:high
low

129,600
60,102
59,495

49,737

0
0

$194,855
$109,899
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Year
1974

Quantity

Commodity
Cocoa
Coffee

Duty Reductions:$

Value

:high

4,000

2,400,000

:low
:low

1,910
993
806

1,140, 000
655,380
531,960

:high

2,080

332, 800

29,952

0

0

0

:high

129,600
61,560
62,916
51,068

Plywood

Veneer
Palm oil

:low

Total:high
:low
*

$222,468
$112, 628

"High" denotes exports unlimited by EEC Quota, while "Low" denotes exports limited
by quota; for palm oil, "high" denotes maximum exports due to low local consumption

while "low" denotes minimum exports due to high local consumption.
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NATION - BUILDING IN LIBERIA:

THE USE OF SYMBOLS IN NATIONAL INTEGRATION

J.

Bernard Blamo

Every human society possesses a system of symbols. A symbol is a conventional
sign - a physical object, a word, a theme, an idea or concept, a slogan, an emblem,
a motto, a document, etc. - which acquires its significance through the collective
experiences of its users. Symbolic communication is basic to social interaction.
Inter -group or intra -group relations are mediated by the exchange of significant symbols. I Some students of symbolic communications have suggested that symbols serve
representational, reassurance and instrumental functions for persons, groups and
communities. 2 We as social beings think with symbols and interact with other persons
in terms of shared symbolisms. The normative and valuational standards operative in
our respective societies are determined to a large extent by collective symbols and
the meanings attached to them. This paper examines the usage of significant symbols
by Liberia's political elite in the development of a nation - state.
The manipulation of symbols has been an important strategy in the development and
growth of the Liberian Republic. As spokesmen for the polity Liberian presidents and
legislators developed and nurtured a political vocabulary consisting of the nation's key
symbols. We have discovered in a review of presidential and legislative documents that
Liberian public officials have employed a repertoire of symbols since the establishment
of a trusteeship at Cape Mesurado in 1822 to secure legitimacy for the state, to stimulate the development of community, to foster the participation of all ethnic or political
groups in the polity and to promote national integration.
.

THE STRUGGLE FOR LEGITIMACY IN LIBERIA

A

group may legitimize its position of power or supremacy in a society by either

George H. Meade, Mind, Self and Society (Chicago, 1934), 173 -178.
Harold D. Lasswell, "Nations and Classes: The Symbols of Identification, " in
Bernard Berelson and Morris Janowitz, eds. , Reader in Public Opinion and Communications (New York, 1966), 28; Karl Deustch, " Symbols of Political Community, " in
Lyman Bryson, Louis Kinkelstein, Hudson Hoagland and R. M. Maclver, eds. , Symbols
and Society, Fourteenth Symposium of the Conference on Science, Philosophy and Religion
(New York, 1955), 23 - 54.
1.

2.

Liberian Studies Journal, IV,

1

(1971 -72).
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force, coercion or co- optation. The cycle of legitimation consists of the use of force
by the core nationality in the society to neutralize all resistant elements. The level of
force or violence employed may be decreased depending upon the disposition of opposing
groups. Influential members of out - groups may be co -opted by the dominant group to
establish inter -group linkages and alliances. When the group's claims to power or supremacy are recognized as legitimate it can then rely upon the value consensus of the
public and depend less on coercion. 3
Liberia's quest for legitimacy was marked by intermittent conflicts between Liberian
armed forces and various traditional polities; the establishment of a protectorate relationship with several indigenous groups and the implementation of a limited program of cooptation of traditional elites into the Liberian polity. In addition to these strategies,
Liberia putlic officials cited continually some of the nation's symbols in speeches, legal
enactments and resolutions. The use of these significant symbols in official documents
was a manifestation of national self -preoccupation. During both the formative and pot independence periods of Liberian political development references were made repeatedly
to such key symbols as "autonomy ", "land of the free ", "land of liberty", "land of
promise", "Liberian republic", "lone star", "the state", "independence", "recognition",,
"sovereignty ", and "territorial integrity" to elicit international recognition and domestic
acceptance.
The necessity to reassure friends and to inspire the confidence of Liberian citizens
impelled public officials to assume a defensive stance against critics of the Republic.
It is significant to note here that the Board of Managers which administered the trusteeship at Cape Mesurado was the severest critic of the fledging state. The members of
the Board were reluctant to share the responsibility for governing the trusteeship with
their Negro wards. As one political scientist has aptly observed, "the Board members
were deeply convinced, despite all outward protestations to the contrary, that the Negro
race was incapable of governing a civilized state, and feared participation of the settlers
in the Government. "4
A number of other significant symbols were employed periodically by officials to reaffirm public commitment to the socio- political foundations of the Republic; to reinforce
public policies and to legitimize periodic institutional modifications of the political system.
Here, we find that the symbols "constitution ", "the foundamental law ", "the declaration of
independence ", and "organic statures" were manipulated by public officials. The constitution and statures of Liberia embody the hopes and aspirations of the Negro founders of
Liberia and their descendants.
The use of significant symbols in the struggle for legitimacy in Liberia was marked
by mixed results. It is fair to state that one of the most successful instances of symbol
usage was the recognition of Liberia's claims to sovereignty by Great Britain and the
Republic of France during the mid - nineteenth century. The question of sovereignty was
not completely resolved by the execution of treaties of friendship and amity between
Liberia and these two great powers. Indeed, both nations challenged Liberia's territorial
claims and sovereignty continually during the eighty-five years from 1860 to 1945.

3. Gerharde Lenski, Power and Privilege, A Theory of Social Stratification (New York,
1966), 59.
4. Charles H. Huberich, The Political and Legislative History of Liberia (New York,
1947), 329.
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On the domestic front, the task was not easy. Attempts by government officials to
discredit foreign detractors and allay the doubts of Liberians were generally ineffective.
Some critics, including Liberians, accepted the popularly -held fallacy that the Negro
race was incapable of self - government. Liberia's problems were aggravated by the reluctance of many traditional rulers to acknowledge Liberian sovereignty over their
territories. The strategy for the legitimation of Liberian sovereignty took many forms.
One president recommended the admission of native representatives to the Legislature .5
Another proposed the establishment of a protectorate over the traditional polities. 6
While these suggestions were eventually adopted by the Liberian elite, they were implemented with built -in constraints which lessen the pace of legitimation. The struggle
for legitimacy in Liberia continued until the mid- 1930's.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNITY

Social scientists have defined a community as a collectivity of persons who reside
together and share common distinctive characteristics such as language, values, belief
systems and a commonality of experiences which distinguish them from other collectivities of groups.? One of the significant contributions of the agency of the American
Colonization Society was the stimulation of a sense of community among diverse American
Negro immigrant groups which founded Liberia. Awareness of a sense of community
among disparate social groups may evolve as the result of common involvements - shared interests and goals, similarity of social experiences, problems and external
threats. 8 A common culture is developed and nurtured through the exchange of shared
symbols by the constituent groups of the community.
The development and growth of community among the residents of the original nine
settlements of Liberia was the consequence of a combination of factors, including the
development and use of significant symbols, the establishment of common institutions
and services, and the persistent threats of hostile out - groups in the vicinity of the Negro
settlements.
Signigicant symbols are essential to the development and growth of community. Community or group consciousness is subserved by collective symbolisms which set apart
one social or ethnic group from another. When a community adopts or accepts a repertoire of self-referent symbols it becomes a separate entity. The adoption of symbols
of designation for groups of American Negro settlers by the Board of Managers of the

5. Daniel Bashiel Warner, Annual Message of the President of Liberia, Dec. 6, 1866
(Monrovia, 1866), 6.
6. James Spriggs Payne, Annual Message of the President of Liberia, Dec. 10, 1868
(Monrovia, 1868), 6.
7. Robert M. McIver, Community: A Sociological Study (New York, 1928), 8 - 16.
8. Lowry Nelson, Charles Ramsey and Collie Verner, Community Structure and
Change (New York, 1962), 51 ; Bernard Berelson and Gary Steiner, eds. , Human
Behavior: An Inventory of Scientific Findings (New York, 19 ), 622 - 623.
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American Colonization Society in 1824 marked the beginning of symbolic distinctions
for the various ethnic groups in Liberia. Two principal population groups were identified by the agents of the Society at Cape Mesurado. They were (1) the American Negro
immigrants who were referred to interchangeably as "Americans ", "colonists ",
"settlers ", "Americo- Liberians ", "Liberians ", and "citizens "; and (2) the indigenous
population groups which were identified variously as "natives", "native Africans ",
"savages ", "heathens ", "aborigines ", "country people ", and "uncivilized population ".
The use of these symbolic distinctions by officials of the trusteeship undoubtedly
spurred the development of community among the settler population of Liberia. Prior
to 1824 there were several factions in Liberia consisting of immigrant groups from
different states of America. With the adoption of many collective symbols "Alabamians",
"Georgians", "New Yorkers", "Mississippians", and "South Carolinians" began to
regard themselves as "Liberians ", the citizens of an emergent polity. Each time an
agent cited any self- referent symbols, he wittingly or unwittingly defined the boundaries
between Liberians and the indigenous population. Throughout the period following
Liberia's declaration of independence existing key symbols were incorporated into the
official vocabulary of the Republic. Liberian presidents and legislators manipulated
these symbols either to reinforce national solidarity; to integrate conflicting interests
or to control dissidence and threats to systemic stability.
The separate settlements established on the West African coast by the American
Colonization Society and its auxiliaries maintained close links with one another. There
were frequent commercial exchanges between Cape Mesurado and other settlements.
As the volume of trade increased the rate of interpersonal contacts among the settlements also increased. However, despite similarity in culture, social experiences,
values and history, competition for the advantages of inter - communal trade brought
about the institutionalization of mutual trade barriers and restrictions between settlements. Confronted with continual inter- communal squabbles over conflicts of interests
between the residents of the independent settlements, public officials and influential
persons appealed repeatedly for "union ", "integration ", "unified administration ", and
"federation ". These appeals were eventually accepted. In 1838 the Commonwealth of
Liberia was established as a consequence of an agreement between the Society and its
auxiliaries. The new government stimulated the development and growth of a sense of
national identity among Liberians. It enacted a series of laws regulating commerce,
shipping, local government, education, passport, taxation and agriculture, thereby
establishing common institutional structures for the new state.
In addition to the adoption of membership symbols and the integration of institutions,
persistent external threats generated common interest in survival and inter - communal
solidarity among the residents of the early settlements. Throughout the formative years
of Liberia the power threat posed by the numerically superior indigenous population
was an integrative factor in Liberian political development. An enemy of one settlement
was regarded as the common enemy, and therefore an obstacle to the goals and interests
of the Liberian state. Shibutani and Kwan note that "the existence of a common enemy
plays an important part in uniting a group. People are more likely to maintain intact
their values, their historical memories, and their conception of themselves when they
have constant reminders from the enemies. "9 Indeed, a repertoire of symbols was

9. Tamotsu Shibutani and Kian M. Kwan, Ethnic Stratification:
Approach (New York, 1965), 220.
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developed by the Liberian elite to describe hostile out -groups or to categorize Liberia's
conflictive incidents. Such symbols as "aggression ", "aggressors", "insubordination ",
"interdictions ", "punitive missions ", "internecine warfare ", "military intervention ",
"native raids ", "pacification ", "rebels ", "rebellion ", and "war" were used by public
officials to mobilize public support for governmental action against threats to peace
and social order. The use of these symbols no doubt increased the sense of community
among Liberians.
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

One of the principal strategies for the legitimation of Liberian sovereignty was the
promulgation of several legislative enactments regulating the participation of traditional
leaders in the Liberian polity. As early as 1822 agents of the Society and Liberian
officials discussed the issue of native participation in public affairs. In the 1860's presidential appeals for the co- optation of a few chiefs and headmen into the Liberian legislature were accepted in principle by the Liberian government. During these years a
series of key symbols were employed in official documents to describe native participation. Liberian presidents and legislators spoke about "native referees ", "delegates ",
and "native representation ". In 1874 the Liberian legislature agreed to permit token
representation of one "native referee" from each ethnic minority which paid a fee of
$100.00 for the right to participate in discussion of native affairs. 10 A few native chiefs
and headmen were admitted to the House of Representatives. Generally, the co- optation
of chiefs was a meaningless gesture. Each chief or headman represented an ethnic
rather than an administrative unit. Most delegates could not follow the proceedings in
the legislature meaningfully. Moreover, delegates were not full- fledged members of
the House of Representatives.
Persistent international pressures against Liberian territorial claims impelled
Liberian officials to keep alive proposals for native participation in the government.
Thirteen years following the admission of "native referees" to the House of Representatives, a member of the Grebo tribe was elected to the House as a full- fledged member
from Maryland County. Samuel W. Seaton was the first "native" representative in the
House. A few years later, F. W. Frowd, another Grebo, was elected to the House
by the voters of Maryland. The co- optation of Messrs. Seaton and Prowd in the legislature was partly the consequence of Grebo assertiveness and partly an attempt by the
Liberian government to placate other less accommodative ethnic groups in the country.
It was more or less an exercise in controlled assimilation designed to stimulate a sense
of participation without altering the superordinate - subordinate relationship between
Liberians and the indigenous population. Messrs. Seaton and Prowd were "civilized"
Greboes. They were Liberian citizens. The bulk of the Grebo ethnic group was not.
The protracted debate on "representation" for the indigenous population continued
during the last quarter of the nineteenth century. One public official after another
reiterated Liberia's avowed assimilationist policy. Despite these pretensions, the
Americo -Liberian community remained as exclusive as ever. A new era in inter-

10.

Acts Passed

l

the Legislature of Liberia, 1873 - 1874 (Monrovia, 1874).
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ethnic relations began in 1904 during the incumbency of President Arthur Barclay.
Several significant symbols, including "citizenship ", "civil rights ", "justice ", and
"freedom" were employed in speeches or cited in public documents. Undoubtedly,
the use of these symbols reflects a change in government attitude toward the indigenous population.
In 1905 the Liberian legislature approved President Barclay's program of active
participation for members of the indigenous population. 11 Chiefs and headmen were
commissioned for the first time as "officials" of the government. This policy of
extending employment and participatory opportunities to qualified persons among the
indigenous population was pursued by President Barclay's successors. In 1914 President Daniel E. Howard appointed a few "native commissioners" as minor officials
in the interior service. Presidents Charles D. B. King and Edwin J. Barclay also
appointed many qualified "natives" to prominent positions in their respective adminis-

trations.
Co- optation of qualified "natives" by the Liberian political elite continued in the
1940's. The trend toward full political participation for members of the indigenous
population in the Liberian polity gained momentum following the promulgation of
President William V. S. Tubman's program of political and social reforms. In an
inaugural address President Tubman called for "equality", "equal opportunity",
"justice ", "suffrage ", "political representation ", and "participation" for the indigenous
population. 12 A series of bills were approved by the Liberian legislature granting the
right of franchise, legislative representation and authorizing the creation of new political sub -divisions in the country. The passage of these acts marked a turning point
in the history of Liberia. 13
The symbols used by President Tubman were by no means new in the Liberian political vocabulary. Certainly, Liberian officials have talked about "equality", "universal
suffrage ", "representation" and "justice" for all since the formation of the state. However, unlike past presidents, President Tubman succeeded in moving effectively beyond
the manipulation of key symbols for its own sake. In many symbolic appeals to the
Liberian legislature and people President Tubman sought to re- define the social status
and role relationships of the indigenous population to the Liberian Government through
direct action. Today, such significant symbols as "equality", "suffrage", re p resentation
etc. , no longer carry the sectarian connotations ascribed to them in the nineteenth century.

11. Acts Passed by
12. William V. S.
1944 (Monrovia, 1944),
13. Acts Passed

l

,

the Legislature of Liberia, 1904 - 1905 (Monrovia, 1905).
Tubman, Inaugural Address of the President of Liberia, Jan. 3,

6.
the Legislature of Liberia, 1944 - 1945 (Monrovia, 1945); Acts
Passed 12.y. the Legislature of Liberia, 1950 - 1951 (Monrovia, 1951); Acts Passed
the
Legislature of Liberia, 1954 - 1955 (Monrovia, 1955); Acts Passed
the Legislature
of Liberia, 1963 - 1964 (Monrovia, 1964).
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NATIONAL INTEGRATION
We indicated earlier in our discussion that significant symbols are essential to the
development and growth of community. Undoubtedly, significant symbols are equally
important to the integration of segmental polities. Attempts to build a unified political
and social structure in Liberia began during the first decade following the declaration of
independence. In 1847 President Joseph Jenkins Roberts outlined Liberia's goals to disseminate christianity and civilization and announced the policy of his administration to
incorporate the indigenous population into the Liberian republic. 14 Since then Liberian
presidents and legislators have developed a series of policies designed to integrate the
country's modern and traditional polities. Until the post -war period attempts at implementation of those policies were hampered by the reluctance of the legislature to admit
the indigenous population to Liberian citizenship.
Symbols have been employed in the nation - building process by the political elite of
Liberia. The earliest symbols of integration were "incorporation ", "assimilation ",
"evangelization ", "civilization ", "christianization ", "consolidation ", and "amalgamation ".
Liberian presidents cited these symbols repeatedly in speeches to solicit legislative
approval and to arouse public support for national integration. While most politicians
welcomed presidential references to these important symbols, the integration of the
numerically superior indigenous population was generally unacceptable at the time. Despite legislative intransigence, some presidents were undaunted by their inability to secure meaningful legislation on national integration. For instance, President James
Spriggs Payne achieved his goal after several appeals to the legislature. In 1869 an act
establishing a Department of the Interior was approved by the legislature. Among other
provisions, the enactment called upon the chief executive to "put forth some efforts
tending to their [natives] civilization; and whereas, it should be the special desire of this
government to educate and incorporate them in our midst, so that they may aid in the
up- building of the Negro nationality. "15
The passage of the Interior Department Act did not resolve the question of citizenship
for the indigenous population. Most of the existing institutional barriers to national integration were left intact. However, public debate on integration continued for several
decades without significant additudinal change among legislators. The presidents of
Liberia continued their appeals to the legislature and the public for national integration.
In 1904 President Arthur Barclay took advantage of French border encroachment to propose his program of "indirect rule" over the hinterland. 16 Confronted by international
pressure on the Franco - Liberian borders, the legislature approved an enactment empowering President Barclay to establish an administrative structure for the hinterland.
In pursuance of the act President Barclay sub -divided the hinterland into provinces and

14. Joseph Jenkins Roberts, Annual Message of the President of Liberia, Jan. 4,
1847 (Monrovia, 1847), 6 - 7.
15. Acts Passed
the Legislature of Liberia, 1868 - 1869 (Monrovia, 1869).
16. Thomas H. B. Walker, History of Liberia (Boston, 1921), 8.
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districts under the supervision and control of commissioners. President Barclay also
established a legal system based on customary law and practice for the hinterland. A
series of new symbols of identity, including "tribal citizens ", "uncivilized citizens ",
and "aboriginal citizens ", were adopted by Liberian officials to reflect the status change
for the indigenous population. Commenting on the program of "indirect rule ", Barclay
told the legislature that "large number of aboriginal citizens have obtained and freely
exercise the right of suffrage under existing laws facilitating their admission into the
governing body - the electorate of the country. "17
This process of gradual integration was pursued during the administrations of Presidents Daniel E. Howard, Charles D. B. King and Edwin J. Barclay. The tempo of political reform gained momentum with the adoption of William V. S. Tubman's integration
policy. President Tubman created new integrative symbols to unify the multi- ethnic
population of the nation. He called for "unity ", "national unity", "unification ", "equal
participation and representation ", and "integration ", of all ethnic groups in the body
politic. In twenty seven years of political development Tubman combined Liberia's
traditonal and new integrative symbols, restructured the political and administrative
division of the nation, and provided representational and participatory opportunities
for all administrative units in the nation.
It seems clear that the development of a nation -state in Liberia entailed the expansion
of the nation's political vocabulary. Whereas in the post- independence period there were
approximately seven key symbols relating to national integration, the number increased
to seventeen by 1964. Perhaps the most significant aspect of Liberian political integration
is the increase in the size of the audience to which symbolic appeals are directed. A
presidential speech constitutes an expression of the official vocabulary of a nation's
elite. 18 Traditionally, symbolic appeals and demands were directed at the non -indigenous
population of the country. The non -indigenous population - Americo - Liberians and
Liberated Africans - were prodded continually in official documents and public speeches
to "assimilate ", "amalgamate ", or "incorporate" the indigenous population. The size
of a Liberian president's audience has increased considerably during the past seven
decades. Arthur Barclay spearheaded this change when he institutionalized an administrative relationship between his administration and the traditional rulers of the hinterland. Like Arthur Barclay, Daniel E. Howard, Charles D. B. King and Edwin J. Barclay,
President Tubman's audience consists of all the ethnic groups of Liberia.
SYMBOL CHANGE AND NATIONAL INTEGRATION

A continuous process of shifts in significant symbols goes on in communities or nations.
New words, phrases or slogans are coined or borrowed by the members of different communities or nations to describe changes in their social world. The key symbols of the
Liberian political elite have undergone periodic changes since the formation of the state

17. Arthur Barclay, Inaugural Address of the President of Liberia, Jan. 7, 1908
(Monrovia, 1908), 5.
18. John McDiarmid, "Presidential Inaugural Addresses: A Study of Verbal Shifts,"
Public Opinion Quarterly, I (July 1937), 79 - 82.
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in 1824. Several factors account for the continual verbal shifts in Liberia's official
vocabulary. Among them are (1) international and domestic pressures, (2) ideological
shifts, (3) de- colonization in Africa, and (4) the impact of ideas.
Long before foreign nations and non -immigrant ethnic groups attempted to influence
Liberian domestic policies, several groups of American citizens under the aegis of the
American Colonization Society sought to influence the direction of certain political developments in Liberia. In the first of a series of instructions dispatched to the Agency
at Cape Mesurado the Board of Managers noted that "as far as your means and resources will permit, we wish you to aid the natives in procuring instruction in the elements
of knowledge, in agriculture, and the arts of civilized life; and the doctrines and precepts of our Holy Religion. "19 This assignment of role obligation laid the foundation
for the status -role relationship between Liberians and the indigenous population.
Liberians were enjoined to disseminate "civilization ", "christianity", and "agricultural skills" among their "heathen ", "savage ", and "uncivilized brethren ". The Board
continued its appeals to the government of Liberia to fulfill its obligations to the native
population. Liberian officials accepted the role prescriptions of the Board.
The endorsement of Liberia's role expectations by public officials was a meaningless exercise. Some presidents and legislators paid lip service to the significant symbols of the nation in order to impress the American Colonization Society and possibly
to placate foreign critics. Most of the key symbols of Liberia remained unchanged for
many years during the post -independence period. The tempo of symbol change, however,
increased intermittently between 1860 and 1945 as the consequence of international and
domestic pressures. During the first two quarters of the twentieth century the Liberian
government approved legislations providing for "citizenship ", "representation" and
"participation" for the indigenou population in response to repeated border encroachments by France and Great Britain. In the same period several assertive ethnic groups
revolted against Liberian domination. These pressures were moderately successful.
Members of indigenous groups who fulfilled certain onerous requirements were accorded
the rights of citizenship and referred to interchangeably as "aboriginal citizens" or
"native citizens". Gradually, such pejorative symbols of identity as "savage ", "wild
savage" and " uncivilzed population" were dropped from the vocabulary of the Liberian

elite.
The political elite of Liberia is ideologically assimilationist. Its strategies of
national integration were designed to incorporate several segmented polities into the
political and social system established by the Negro founders of Liberia. The indigenous
population was expected to conform to Americo - Liberian cultural values and norms.
There is an ideological shift among Liberian officials today. The old assimilationist
approach to national integration has been modified. One finds a growing recognition of
social pluralism in Liberia. This shift in ideology is reflected succintly in the direction,
tempo and content of symbol change. It is significant to note here that many sectarian
symbols, including "Americo- Liberian ", "country people ", "natives" and "native
Africans" have been dropped from the active vocabulary of the Liberian government.
And such old symbols as "equality ", "justice ", "citizenship ", "civil rights ", "freedom ",

American Colonization Society, Instructions to Samuel A. Crozier, December 20,
(Washington, D. C. , 1819), 1 - 2.
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"equal opportunity" and "universal suffrage" have acquired new meanings in terms of
recent social restratification, institutional modernization and national integration. 20
Another source of symbol change in Liberia was the dismantlement of colonial territories in Africa by several European nations. Following the Second World War the
perennial threats posed to Liberia's political survival by Great Britain and France were
removed as one African dependency after another gained its independence. With the
emergence of some black nations in West Africa the Liberian elite thought it expedient
to dismantle its own quasi -colonial system in order to forestall possible nationalist
agitation among the non-immigrant population at home. In 1945 the rights of universal
suffrage and direct legislative representation were granted to the indigenous population
by the Liberian legislature. Since then additional enactments have been adopted to
foster the integration of the nation's segmented polities. These socio- political reforms
were developed and new meanings were assigned to existent symbols to describe the
new relationship between immigrant and non - immigrant Liberians.
No less significant as a source of symbol change in Liberia was the impact of ideas.
The movement of peoples - Liberian and foreign - in and out of Liberia has stimulated
the diffusion of ideas among Liberians. Indeed, diplomatic, technical assistance personnel, technicians, traders, merchants and foreign- trained Liberians have provided
vital stimuli for political, social and economic changes in Liberia. Undoubtedly, the
presence of a non - Liberian component in the population has forced public officials to
re- examine their own commitment to the Liberian national creed based on equality,
freedom, justice, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. The contact situation offered
an ideal opportunity for mutual exchange of ideas between Liberians and foreigners in
the country. Today, the impact of such ideas is reflected in governmental policies
affecting public administration, education, economy, politics, health and welfare and

social justice.
We have sketched in this paper the usage of symbols in the development of the
Liberian nation. The political elite of Liberia has developed and employed a repertoire
of significant symbols in its attempts to establish the legitimacy of the state, to foster
national consciousness and solidarity, to provide participatory opportunities for all
social or ethnic groups, and to unify the segmental polities in the nation. For a period
of more than 157 years these key symbols have been modified or changed as a consequence of external pressures, group consciousness, ideological shift, the de- colonization of Africa and by the impact of ideas. Thus, significant symbols have been modified or changed to reflect changes in the structure of the Liberian nation, the new types
of relationships between immigrant and non -immigrant Liberians, the new meanings
for old symbols, and the changing social attitudes and values of the Liberian people.

20. Joyce O. Hertzler, A Sociology of Language (New York, 1965), 156 - 158; Daniel

Lerner, Ithiel
A

Pool and Harold D. Lasswell, "Comparative Analysis of Political Ideologies:
Preliminary Statement, " Public Opinion Quarterly, XV, No. 4 (Winter, 1951 - 1952), 715.
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MUSICAL -DRAMATIC FOLKTALE OF THE KPELLE

Ruth M. Stone

The meni- pêleel of the Kpelle people is the musical -dramatic telling of a folktale by
master story teller, soloists, and chorus. Literally it means "playing matter" and
is related to the meni- p6loo, a narrated folktale without music or additional participants.
The meni -pêlee as an expressive art form combines music, drama and folktale to entertain and to teach traditional values. This paper will attempt to describe and analyze a
specific meni- pelee, relating the roles of performer, text, music, and drama to one
another and to the culture as a whole.
This example was recorded in Sanoyea, Liberia in August 1970, while the present
writer was carrying out ethnomusicological research. It was performed on the weekly
market day when the town was filled with people conducting business. The master
story teller, Otto Giddings, along with two male soloists and a mixed chorus of six men
and two women performed for a large audience. The men, women, and children were
familiar with this meni- pêlee, a well -known favorite.
The story involves an orphan boy and a woman with no relatives who come together.
After an introductory musical refrain, the story teller begins his narration. He describes
a

1. The Kpelle language contains three tone pitches, high, low, and mid, and is of
the Mande group. Joseph H. Greenberg, The Language of Africa (Bloomington, 1963),

8.

Orthography used is that standardized by the Kpelle Language Center of the Lutheran
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the boy who, while walking along the path daydreaming, meets the woman. Hearing of
his plight, she goes along with him and they gather palm kernels in the bush. The woman selects the finest kernels and admires one wistfully, wishing that it were a son.
As she walks away, a child calls, "Mother wait for me. " It seems to be the palm kernel calling her. The text explains that the orphaned boy had changed into the palm kernel and was then transformed into the woman's son. The transformation also apparently
gives the boy the special ability to kill animals with a song. But because he originated
from a palm kernel he cannot use this power with the wild boar. This is because the
wild boar eats palm kernels for food, according to the story teller, and thus ranks above
the palm kernel in nature's hierarchy. The magical song works twice to kill meat for
feasts of red "buffalo" (k61o) and "bush cow" (tou). But then a childless woman, jealous
of the first woman's good fortune, hears about the boy's unique power. She comes to
the boy asking for meat, falsely claiming to be his mother's sister. Then she leaves
and calls none other than the wild boar. As she comes racing out of the bush, with the
boar in pursuit, she denies knowing the boy saying, "I'm trying to think of the person
who sings the song. " But the law restricting the boy's power has been violated already
and the boy, sensing his doom even before the confrontation sings, "You've killed me. "
When the fight begins, it is the boy who first flings the boar up into the air. Then the
boar heaves the boy high, planting himself with open mouth beneath him. As the boy
falls, he bounces down the boar's throat with the sound gboro, gboro. The boar has
killed the boy, leaving the mother alone once again.
This meni -pêlee focuses on two traditional values. First, it shows the importance of
love as exemplified in the mother -son relationship. This bond brings happiness and prosperity for two formerly destitute people. But even more vitally, the plot demonstrates
the need to respect traditional law as symbolized in the law of nature making the boar
and palm kernel natural enemies. No matter how wonderful the mother -son relationship,
when the law is violated the boy is required to pay the consequences, as will anyone violating the traditional laws of society.
In addition to the values of the mother -son relationship and traditional laws one can
infer something of the social stratification of the Kpelle by examining several terms used
in the text. In referring to the various animals called to be killed, the boy says that they
are not his baraa -sinaa or "male equals. " (This term is generally used by a male to refer to a male of the same age and social status. ) He is above his inferiors and conquers
them with his song. But when the boy disgraces himself by allowing the law to be violated
which forbids the boar to be called, he is called marâa -lord "fellow- child" in relation to
the boar. The term lour (child) is used in a derogatory sense. It refers to one of lower
status than a grown male.
The folktale blends this portrayal of traditional social stratification with the communal
sense of the supernatural. Magical powers of transformation are present in the boy's
ability to use a song for killing animals and in the changing of the orphan boy into a palm
kernel and then into a boy again. But, significantly, there are clearly defined limits within which the supernatural operates.
Aside from teaching the young about communal tradition, a very important function of
the mcni -pêlee is to entertain. The story teller entertains by such devices as exaggeration,
in which events grow larger than real life as he relates them. The one soloist takes delight in this exaggeration by saying from time to time, "Don't lie to me!" or "Tell the
real story!" Another device with which the story teller heightens the entertainment is
onomatopoeia. Instances of this use of sound are, for example, gili - kithn representing
the sound of the animal being killed; again, the bubbling of the stew pot with the words
fá fá fá as the meat cooks, or gboro, gboro as the boy bounces down the boar's throat,
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which device elicited audience laughter.
Other techniques further enhance the dramatic effect of this meni- pêlee. The story
teller assumes the roles of various characters in the story as well as moving outside
the story to make comments or explanations. He employs hand and facial gestures,
body movement, and a subtle timing in speech delivery. In individual phrases he might
amplify the tension by using repetition, such as portraying the long distance the orphan
boy walked alone by saying " é lé e kp5 siâi" (he kept on walking) five times, building suspense and then providing a single phrase release: "hmii í lí í gáa" (the woman saw him).
In another device, a single word carries added implication when he elongates one of the
syllables, as in the phrase, "sua kélee kp5 loôi rya baa" (I can kill any animal in the forest),
from which he selects kélee (any) and draws out the last syllable. Reminiscent of the
chorus in Greek drama, the one soloist assumes the role of an audience in making comments in reaction to the story. All these elements provide dramatic qualities in the meni-

pêlee.
In the structure of this meni- pêlee, there are three large sections of nearly parallel
construction. Each segment ends with the musical refrain. Dramatic tension reaches
a high point in the third section beginning with, "What did she do but call the boar!" From
this point the dramatic release begins since the outcome has been clearly implied from
the very beginning.
The performers interact to create overlapping layers of speech and song textures.
The basic layer is created by the chorus and one soloist who sing alternating ostinati.
In juxstaposition to this, the master story teller moves from one texture to another,
singing the introduction and periodic refrain, then narrating the story, while interjecting
dramatic gesture, exaggeration and explanation. One soloist punctuates the meni -pêlee
with spoken questions, comments, or expressions of surprise interacting with the main
protagonist, the master story teller.
Musically, the melody of the story teller reflects to some extent the tone pitches and
rhythm of the speech itself as he sings in a quasi -recitative style. 2 The correlation
between the musical pitch direction and speech tone is about 70% for the first nine measure statement. 3 Diagramming this for measure five illustrates the correspondence
graphically:

MUSIP

I

High
Mid
Low

RPFNI! u

1

I

>

I

/

.e.
né kpaa kpaa i-fé k6-16 té mi 6Fi
i i i r
i

2. Whatever tone appears on the stem governs until another tone mark appears. Unmarked stems indicate mid tone.
3. The correspondence shown here involves direction and not a specific pitch for each
of the three tones as might be found in signal music. The high tone for instance, is not
always on the same pitch, which cannot lead to the conclusion that melody is dictated by
speech pitches but rather shows that melody reflects some aspects of speech.
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In addition, the melody is syllabic and small -ranged, producing a logogenic or speech
oriented melody. 4 Individual pitches and intervals show a subtle intonation that may
at first escape an ear accustomed to Western art music. Certain notes which are perfectly correct and intentional may be slightly lower or higher than the notation of the
tempered octave, as in measure two, where the chorus sings an Eb+ slightly raised
(indicated by a + ) and the story teller in the same measure sings an E natural. Another
instance occurs in measure six, where the story teller sings a D+ and the chorus sings
an Eb- slightly lowered (indicated by a -).
Polyphony, the sounding of two or more pitches simultaneously, is found in this song
in an incidental way resulting from overlap between phrases of the various parts. Between chorus and story teller, the harmonic intervals of fourths, fifths, and some
thirds are heard. Between a background soloist and story teller, major and minor
seconds are frequent, with a few fourths being heard also.
By abstracting the pitches of the music and arranging them in ascending order, a
scale can be derived, described as a hexatonic gapped octave scale. That is, it consists of six different pitches, contains a gap larger than a major second, and spans
octave. Most of the singing, up to measure seven is done within the upper pentachord
of the scale.

T t

b tr
Upper Pentachord

The chorus and soloists sing within a narrow range of a major third, while the story
teller sings within the upper pentachord for the first six measures and then switches to
a hexachord range based on the lower end of the scale.
Concerning the vocal style, the story teller uses primarily upper register with mouth
resonance, producing a somewhat constricted tone, with the choral tone being slightly
less constricted. Vocal glides and grace notes are used in the attack and release of
notes sung by the story teller in measures three and six. The tempo is relatively fast
in terms of Western music but moderate when compared to other African music in

general.
The rhythm exhibits characteristics common to other African music, being of the
hemiolic or unequal beat style. 5 For listeners of Western music, the other type of
rhythm, equal beat, is much more common and comprehensible. But Kpelle rhythm for
the most part is of the unequal beat style and belongs to this broad rhythmic stratum
found not only throughout Africa but also the Middle East, Mediterranean Europe and
India. 6 In this selection, the 9/8 meter is grouped into unequal conductor beats J )1 j. ,

4. Curt Sachs, The Rise of Music in the Ancient World (New York, 1943), 41, 52.
5. Rose Brandel, The Music of Central Africa (The Hague, 1961), 14 - 17.
6. Rose Brandel, "Africa, " Harvard Dictionary of Music, 2nd. ed. (Cambridge,
1969), 17 - 24.
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three consisting of two pulses each, and one of three pulses. If this were in equal beat
style, the conductor beats would all be equal ;.).)., that is, three beats of three pulses
each. The unequal conductor beats in a 2:3 ratio result in a dynamic rhythmic concept.
The musical form is constructed similarly to the textual form. That is, within the
extended form there are small sections of similar material combined additively. The
ostinato motives and recitative phrases are the basis of these units. The musical refrain returns periodically throughout the story to provide a sense of symmetry and
dramatic pause.
In summary, this meni -pêlee integrates music, folktale, and dramatic qualities into
an organic art form. The various media mesh alternately and simultaneously. The
musical refrain and dramatic action alternate while multi - ostinati of the chorus and
soloist occur simultaneously with the dramatic action throughout the work. On a more
detailed level, speech and song come together in the quasi- recitative singing which
shows affinity for speech patterns. And the story teller's narration is subtly timed
to alternate with the choral ostinato. As such diverse elements come together, the
meni -pêlee results, an interesting, attention - getting way to entertain as well as to
teach values of the traditional Kpelle culture.
Transposed up a major 2nd
M. M.

=

Male
M
IIMr. IMF

i-'
41 I

I
/

Teller

Mixed Chorus

ii":"
.U1111.

r.INN
IN

!

MENI- FÊLEE:

c. 100

Gili kitin nag baa7'8
I've killed it

41[

go go yâi go.

f

L

IL

Ee- NB -mon too-loo oo. Go go
Ee Nomon's orphan child.

1

yâi

_

t

1L

1

-

Ee NB-moo too-loo oo.
Ee Nomoo's orphan child.

f

7

Go go

7. Transcription was made by the writer who wishes to thank Dr. Rose Brandel for
her advice on each phase of the process as well as for her comments on an earlier draft

of this paper.
8. The text was transcribed by the writer's Kpelle informant, Jawo, later translated
by John McKay of the Kpelle Language Center and then edited by the linguist, Otto Spehr,
formerly of the Kpelle Language Center. The author wishes to thank these people for
making the paper much more complete.
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yâi go go

6e-ee.

Your male equals have come

+
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}
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Né ma- rân- su -r6n gbêe 64
Who is my male equal?

ni?

r

19,
Go go

yâi go.
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i!

a

-lc

k6
fêe?
Isn't red "buffalo your male equ
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Né kpaa kpaa ífé kv-lo tè mî riei.
No, no don't compare me to red "buffalo."

s1

C.

+
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1

I

A

7

yai_ go go yai go.
Male Solo I

Go

f

l'

IL
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1

IL

i[

go

t

1

J[

I

Jf

Ì

Ee-NZ-mon took ee.
Ee NZmor's orphan child.

Male Solo II

ió
C

Né yê
lé mg?
What are you telling me?

0,

4

f

T-
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y

+

t
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J
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1_17

Da ga-ne no né - né
nag
doo.
I've gathered it and dropped it.
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yâi go go
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I
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yai go.
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Go go
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t

4,7

Ee-NZmcr tco-lor ee.
Ee Nomcr's orphan child.

M.S.II

.

60

l'

i

-

I
Narration begins; see line 16.

Story Teller:
I

Chorus: Continues same motive in background
throughout entire story.

Male Soloist

I:

Continues same motive in background throughout entire story.

Male Soloist II: Re- enters in narrated section;
see below.
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S.T.:

Ee-NZmon too-lon oo.
Go go yâi go,

1

Go go yai go,

go yâi go.

Go go yâi go,

S.T.:

Í5arâa -sinaa da pi

go yai go.

Ee N.5mon's orphan child.

Ee-NZmon too-lon oo.
C.:

Ee NZmon'S orphan child.
Go go yâi go,

go yâi go.

5

go yai go.

Your male equals have
come here.

6é -ee.

Né marân -surên gbêe 64

Who is my male equal?

n {?

Né {baren -suran kilo

Isn't red "buffalo"

your

male equal?

fêe?
Né kpaa kpaa {fé kilo té

10 No, no, don't compare me
to red "buffalo."

mî 'iei.

M.S.II:N4 yê lé mg?

What are you telling me?

M.S.I: Ee -NZmon too-lon ee.

Ee NZmon's orphan child.

S.T.:

I've gathered it and dropped

Da gane n6 né -ns naâ
doo.

15

Gili kitin nag baa -ee.

M.S.II:Né le lá wule 6e ni?
S.T.:

Gili kitin nag baa -ee.
lie kp6 siâi

é

kp6 bere -leei ma kp6 é
lie kp6 sigi bere -leei

ma kp6,
gé

gé 11

a

meni sia,

Gili kitin I've killed it.

Gili kitin I've killed it.

20 The boy kept walking down
the road; he kept walking
down the road,

daydreaming,
daydreaming.

11 a meni sia.

Nyée nûa menii gêei a

25 He

said,

"What has happen -

nyáai, na nûa kélee kélee

ed to me is that I've lost

da kpee.

my family.

Di pâi gêi lén a gée

How am

ná ké yele ma.

survive ?"

M.S.II:Né yê lé mg?

.

É lée su
é

.

e

,

going to

Don't lie to me:
A

lee kpc siâi,

lée kp6 sigi,

I

30 What are you telling me?

ffé pá lee kêi mg-oo:

S.T.:

Gili kitin I've killed it.

Whose song is that?

Gili kitin nag baa -ee.

Nôo -kuroi

it.

é

lée kp6

And so it was,

he kept

walking, and walking,
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sigi,
é

S.T.:

f

a pá

Nenîi

f

if f gáa.

until the woman saw him.

kêi?

What is going to happen?

lf f n6o-kuroi

The woman saw that
boy.

ti kaa.

40 What will they do?

M.S.II:Da pá lé kêi?
S.T.:

Nôo -kuroi é meni
e

The boy explained his

site

plight.

mo ma.

What will the two of them do?

M.S.II:Da pá lé kêi da ñyáa?
S.T.:

The woman said,

Nenii nyáa kpono kpin

rya

ñyée ge ní

kpîn na

you."

É pilan.

She came along.

Nenîi káa

What will she do?
The woman had no family

núu nyini

a

50 of her own.

nlnûai da kpee.
Nôo -kuroi nyáa normal da

The child also had no

kpee.

family.

Da too dfkie ma káti,
a pá

nyán

nákonii.

Di lee kp6

Yêi di

kéi nenfi kéi zfye.

È

Aye
Aye

kp6 e gáa.
kpé

e

ñyée ée nûa,
ké

a núu

gáa kponi

dolii ni fêi

a gee

na gé a ríon.

M.S.II:Né yê lé mâ?
S.T.:

E site ná 66

55 They were

picking up palm
kernels, and she picked
up the best ones.
What will she do?

M.S.II:A pá ñé -kei?
È

So they came together
to share food.

told

lee nêi dolii -kao léleêi

S.T.:

"Then,

45 I'm coming along with

pá pilan nii-ee.

M.S.II:A pâi lé kêi?
S.T.:

and walking,

35 and walking,

lée kpé siâi,

ñenîi

M.S.II:Lé

and walking,

16e kp6 siâi,

é

41

She gazed at one.

60 She gazed at it and sighed,
"If only it were human, I

could have it for a son."
What are you telling me?

é

if yêe

mánaai ti. Nôo -kuroi ké

She went a little ways.
65 The boy was calling.
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He said,

yaai,

wait

That palm kernel

for me."

Dolii ti

maa kpén.

"Mother,

was calling.

ké dôlii.

M.S.II:Feê fe; 66 ne:

Tell the real story:

Fe; fe; 66 ne:

70 Tell the real story:

S.T.:

A

pene.

maa kpén.

It had

dôlii.

Gè

Nyée má yaai

má

ñyée

È má kpên,

.

ñyée má ñfi kwa gêi ni,
yaai, ñyée má sua kélee

and he said,

"Now that we're together,
75 Mother,

I

can kill any

animal in the forest.

ké berei na báa lai

I

ríyaa

nulei of bá

doo, ñyée má zen n6 a pá
naa,
a

ffé ridòli,

gee

é

pgi,

ffé fá má

ñyaa ea Obi

Káa kpfn ká glint
h-ie

If you

sing this song,
just let the animal come.

80 But don't call me, and don't
allow a single wild boar

Tell the real story:

M.S.II:Feê fe; 66 ne:

Obi fa

use this song to kill it.

to come.

tono kpfr.

a

gée

tolii

lá.

M.S.II:Feê fe; 66 ne:
S.T.:

She waited,

kp6 loôi na bàa. Nyée ma
6a nulei nf.

S.T.:

changed and was
"Mother wait."

calling,

Ee-NZmon too-lor oo.
Né f6arga-sinaa da pá

6é-ee.
Né na Bargn-surên gbêe

You yourselves know that
85 the palm kernel doesn't

like to eat the wild boar.
Tell the real story:
Ee Nimor's orphan child.

Your male equals have
90 come here.
Who is my male

64 nf?

equal?

Né f6argr-sur5n kilo

Isn't red "buffalo" your

fêe?
Né kpaa kpaa ffé kélo té

male equal?
95 No,

no,

don't compare me

mî 5ei.

to red "buffalo."

Da gane n6 né-né naa

I've gathered it and dropped

doo.

it.
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Gili kitin I've killed it.

Gili kitin nag baa -ee.
Dag n6no nyini site da

100 They once again picked up
the meat and took it home.

if lá dipó- born.

kpono kpin ná ll
kula lâ naa. Dá mó yg da
6a yfli naa a maa poloNyaá

pBloo

golo -suai da,

a

ná

/

\

/

ké néno ñyée ñyée

A

e

nia,

na pgi gei

tell you they cooked
gigantic feast of rice

a

105 and red "buffalo,"

I

They ate it up.
Then the woman said again,

Vene-sen

110 "What am

I

going to do

nyini a kpee na pgi géi

to get some more meat
now that this

lén ná da solo 66 bé ní la.

is

Nyée mà ñyaa berei no 6a

The boy said,

lén 64 ni la.

gè

gone ?"
"Why don't

laa boloi, 5ia gé no la ?115 you do like you did before ?"

M.S.II:Né feê feê 66 ne.
Nenii aâ néno d6lii 66.
Ee -NZmon too -lon oo.
fBaráa -sinaa da pá
6É -ee.
Né na t3argn -surân gbêe

Tell the real story:
The woman gave the call again.
Ee NZmon's orphan child.

Your male equals have
120 come here.
Who is my male

64 nf?

equal?

Né f5argn -sur '6n tou fêe?

Isn't "bush cow" your equal?
No, no, don't compare me

Né kpaa kpaa ffé tou té

ml

125 to "bush cow."

rjei.

Da gane n6 né -né nag

I've gathered it and dropped

doo.

it.

Gili -kitin nag baa -ee.

Gili kitin I've killed it.

M.S.II:Feê
S.T.:

I

A

nia,

S.T.:

went there myself.

Tell the real story:

Df mli n6.
ÌVenii

I

ate some.

da mfi.

M.S.II:Feê feê 66 ne.
S.T.:

43

fei.

Dag nano

66 ne:

ziye da if lai.

M.S.II:Fe; feê 66 ne:

Tell the real story:

130 They took it once again.
Tell the real story:
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I

da tou-sua Yili kpó,

they were cooking

na

135 fá fá,

fá fá fá fá nee.

Tell

M.S.II:Feê fei 66 ne:
Die mg zèn

é

the real

fá,

fá.

story:

I

have

140 some in my stomach.

fei 66 ne:

Nya 54

fá,

saw the other day."

.

nRoi-oo.

S.T.:

fá,

the meat of the animal you

kpin zále-tia da ka

M.S.II:Feê

feast

a

They said to me, "Here's

yile nàa

i

zua ká. Ayaa

kàa ti,

tell you

I

of "bush cow" which boiled

mó yâ ge nén kp6 fá fá

S.T.:

went there and

Dá li kúla kp6 na mó yâ

lee

È lee d6lii

Tell the real story:

ti

And so things went on.

zù.

ti 6ôi a

mFnFe kee nenîi

She kept giving the call.

There was a childless woman.
nyan ve nii w6lo ñón 145 When she heard about
da kaa ni.
Tái é menii ti
this she understood and
náa kàa lai, aâ tire zù,
said, "So that's
tine káa

naa,

I ks gé-pere óei.
the way it's done."
Nenii a site ñyée a lii
She went into town which
daai sú yie bere la Sano- 150 is the distance to
yeei káa tilai, ñyée a lii
Sanoyea.
She said she was
Nenii ti aâ pá mán
naa.
going there. She went
nôo-kuroi p6-naa.
Nyée na
to the boy.
She said,

ñyée oô

sá6olo ká ti,
ti,

ká ñyaa,

na sáôolo ká
a

pá náa káâi.

ma na ñwili

f

ileei ti. Dál55
Nyée ma meni

And

zuai

to kill some meat for me

tá pia,

ná li a da mi.

M.S.II:N4 fei
S.T.:

fei.

"Your mother is my sister.
I came to visit.

66 ne:

Nêi ká vé da kpeni ké ní

I

would like you

to take home.

Tell the real story:

6ói láa 6ôi ne;

160 What did she do but call
the boar:

Ee -NZmon toc -lon oo.

Ee NBmon's orphan child.

Ee- NBmon toc -lon oo.

Ee NZmon's orphan child.

a pá
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f6arâa -sinaa da pá

6é-ee.

45

Your male equals have
165 come here.

-

Né ná 6arân -surôn gbêc

Who is my male

òé nf?

equal?

Né f6arân -surên 6ói

Isn't wild boar your male

fêe?

equal?

Mm 6a mbáa -ee.

mbáa -ee.
CJá

mó yâ,

Ee 6a

170 You've killed me.

Ee ba mbáa-ee.

killed me.

ñenii a ké kp6

I

tell you,

You've

You've killed me.
the woman was

running very fast.
She
Aa pá ñyée núui nulei
said, "I'm trying to think
toôi ríyaa kpin ná ngili ná 175 of the person who sings
the song."
She came out
sia zù.
Gé pá kula lâa má
into the sun. Wild boar
v6loi ti ná, ná mó yâ naa
was giving the call.
faa na.
Bói ke doli 6ói.
He came outside and the boy
Aâ pá nénei ná agi yá, da
180 and boar went at it. The
ñyaa di ké di zù. Neopâi kire 14a góc na kp6.

kuroi

é

6ói té kp6 yelei

kp6, é nyer naa fa náa.

M.S.II:Né
S.T.:

feê 56 ne:

fee'

Eòi ñyée a ziye é dé kp6
no nelei bói é dé kp6 no
nelei, é dé kp6 no nelei
sù,

aâ ñá sée mù fa.

È ké n6 ti kp6no é yén

kp6no gwana n6 kp6no é
wolo kp6no a din gboro,

air,

but nothing doing.

Tell

the real story:

The boar took it up and
185 threw the boy high,
he threw him in the air,

opening his mouth underneath
him. The boy came falling
down into his throat
190 with the sound gboro,

gboro.

gboro.

Ag rnarâa -lon ti

He had killed his fellow

pia.

child.

M.S.II:Feê feê 66 ne:
fkè a i1FYe na 64 ní?

S.T.:

boy heaved the boar in the

Nenii
tya

a

lee too of kpeni.

6a weli- ké -maa.

Tell the real story.
195 Were you there?

The woman was left alone.

That's what we call love.
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;.T.:

Ee-Ncmcn tcc-lon oo.
Da marân-sinaa da pá

5é-ee.

My male equals have

200 come here.

f6arâa-surn gbêe

Who is your male

bé ni?

equal?

Né iôarân-suran

óói

A

Né kpaa kpaa ifé
ti te

zen

mî ñei.

Kwaa ké gbere ma,

205 No, no, don't compare me
to

that thing.

It's killed me.

Mm aâ mbáa-ee.

Wese.

Isn't wild boar your
male equal?

fee?

C.

Ee NZmon's orphan child.

wese.

We are finished,

wese.

Wese.
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Mary Antoinette Brown

During the latter half of the 1960's, remarkable attempts were made to rediscover
Edward W. Blyden. Several of the works related present-day movements of black
people for equality and dignity to ideas articulated by Blyden during the nineteenth
century. Very little attention was paid, however, to his educational views. And,
wherever references were made to these views, the tendency was to show Blyden
mainly as an advocate of classical studies - the Ancient Languages and Literature.
Robert July makes a brilliant case for the fact that the concept of Negritude
does not originate with such twentieth century figures as Leopold cenghor but has a long
history reaching back into the nineteenth century and expressed in the struggles for
Negro equality and dignity fought by such men as Booker T. Washington and W. E. B.
Dubois in America; Bishop Crowther, Casely Hayford, John Payne Jackson and Edward
W. Blyden in Africa, Blyden being one of the most influential among them. 1 But even
July underestimates the extent to which Blyden's pride in his race and the African cultural heritage influenced his educational views and activities. 2 Blyden was indeed a lover
of the classics for their own sake, but central to his educational writings was his concern for his race. He progressed in his thinking on education from the point at which
he enunciated his views against the background of classicism to that where he used
classical studies merely to re- enforce Negritude. The early years of the 1860's,
beginning with 1862 when he made his first major educational address, 3 represent the
earlier point and could well be styled as formative as far as his educational views were
concerned. Between 1862 and 1881, the impact of his work, his travels, and his readings
effected a shift in his position.
The circumstances of Blyden's life contribute to understanding his writings. He was
born at St. Thomas in the Danish West Indies on August 3, 1832, but more than two thirds of his life was spent in Africa, the greatest portion in Liberia. Coming to the
country in 1851 as a youth not quite nineteen - within the first thirty years of the emigration of Negroes from the New World and their settlement in Liberia - he spent more
than thirty years of his life in Liberia, so identifying himself with the country that he

1. Robert W. July, "Nineteenth Century Negritude: Edward W. Blyden,
African History, I (1964), 73 -74.

"

Journal of

Ibid. , 83.
This was his Inaugural Address at the Opening of Liberia College at Monrovia.
See, Proceedings at the Inauguration of Liberia College at Monrovia, January 23, 1862
(Monrovia, 1862), 23 - 40.
2.
3.

Liberian Studies Journal, IV,

1

(1971 -72).
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preferred to be linked with no other. 4 Other countries in Africa where he was based
were Nigeria, where he worked for a short period, 1896 - 1897, as Agent of Native
Affairs in Lagos, and Sierra Leone where he spent various periods, including the last
years of his life, 1906 - 1912. Liberia especially, but Sierra Leone also, furnished
much of the background for his writings. Other important influences were his extensive
study of the classics, his work in Nigeria, and his travels in other parts of Africa, in
Europe, the Middle East, and the Americas.
The refusal of Rutgers College and other American institutions of higher education
to admit Blyden as a student because of his colors - the fact which precipitated his
emigration to Liberia from the United States of America where he had gone in search
of an education in 1850 - was perhaps the first major influence in developing in him
the sense of a mission to lift the soul of his people from the degradation into which he
felt it had been cast by centuries of flourishing Atlantic slave trade. The circumstances
surrounding the settlement of Liberia by Negroes from the New World and their subsequent attempts to build a nation made Blyden see Liberia as a hope for Africa and the
Negro race, and education the means for transforming this hope into reality. His
studies between 1851 - 1854 at the Alexander High School of the Presbyterian Church,
constituted a step in his preparation for the educational views he adopted. But, as has
been suggested by the writer, Blyden's educational views crystallized after his professorship at Liberia College in the 1860's, factors probably influencing this crystallization
being:
a reflectiveness on the situation in Liberia heightened by the
obstructions he encountered in attempting to carry forward some
of his views during the period he served as Professor of Liberia
College, and
2. his acquisition of Arabic while on a visit to Syria in 1866 and
the wide contacts it opened for him on his return to Liberia with
Mohammedan centers and interior regions. 6
1.

To these should be added the experiences he encountered in his journey from West Africa
to the University at Beirut where he studied in 1866. It was during these travels, especially during his sojourn in Egypt, that Blyden had his initial direct contact with physical
structures which evidenced the creative genius of his race and stimulated his pride in the
Negro heritage. In the central hall of the pyramid which he toured, the Pyramid Cheops,
he was so impressed - in fact, awed - with the work of his African progenitors, he is
recorded as having experienced a desire to address every African in the words of Hilary
Teage: "Retake your Fame. "7

4. Edith Holden, Blyden of Liberia (New York, 1966), 921, citing Blyden to Coppinger,
August 5, 1887, "I hate to have my name quoted as of Sierra Leone. "
5. Edward W. Blyden, Liberia's Offerings: Being Addresses, Sermons, etc. (New
York, 1862), ii.
6. Mary Antoinette Brown, "Education and National Development in Liberia, 1800 1900, " (unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Cornell University, 1967), 183 - 184.
7. Edward W. Blyden, From West Africa to Palestine (Freetown, 1873), 105.
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The pride in his race engendered by this experience in Egypt was undoubtedly enhanced by his continuing exploration of the classics. By 1869, he had produced "The
Negro in Ancient History, " published in the Methodist Quarterly Review. As pointed
out by Hollis R. Lynch, in this, his first notable literary success, he showed that
Negroes had played an important part in the early civilization of Europe, using as
support the Bible in the original Hebrew version and the works of the Greek authors,
Homer and Herodotus. 8
Further sensitizing of Blyden to the wisdom and achievements of Africans came as a
result of his work in Liberia and Sierra Leone in the 1870's and the extensive travels he
made in these two countries during this decade. By the 1880's, he had acquired definite
ideas on education for Africa and the race it represented.
The best expression of Blyden's matured views on education can be found in the address he delivered in 1881 on his inauguration as President of Liberia College, entitled
"The Aims and Methods of a Liberal Education for Africans. "9 Therein he elaborated
upon such fundamental issues as what education should aim to do, where schools should
be planted, who should be educated, and what should be taught, his framework being
the nation which had become his adopted home. But as early as the preceding decade,
in letters to Rev. John Lowrie of the Presbyterian Church in the United States, Blyden
evidenced his growing concern for educational conditions and practices in Liberia. He
began then to make definite proposals for relating education to the development of the
Liberian nation.
At that time, the objectives of education in Liberia were religious rather than civic.
Education attempted to impart Christian teachings and to "civilize, " that is, to transfer
such aspects of the "superior" Western civilization as the English language, rudiments
of reading and writing, and Western styles of dress. Blyden felt, however, that education should be an important tool of political development, and recommended that it
be utilized for this purpose. For example, he indicated that the republican form of
government adopted by Liberia with the declaration of its independence in 1847 was an
imposition of Anglo-Saxon forms on a people whose backgrounds and experiences were
different from Anglo- Saxons. He felt that unless education was aimed at helping the
Liberian people understand the political institutions adopted, the republican form of
government would be doomed to failure.
By the 1880's Blyden visualized an even greater responsibility for education in the
political development of Liberia. It was to provide that enlarged experience which
would contribute to evolving a political system adopted to the peculiar condition and
circumstance of the people of Liberia. In his Inaugural Address as President of Liberia
College, he stated the issue as follows:

Every thinking man will allow that all we have been doing in this
country so far, whether in church, in state, or in school - our

8. Hollis R. Lynch, Edward Wilmot Blyden, Pan Negro Patriot, 1832 - 1912 (London,
1967), 55 - 56.
9. See, Edward W. Blyden, "The Aims and Methods of a Liberal Education for
Africans," Inaugural Address as President of Liberia College, delivered at Monrovia,
January 5, 1881, in Edward W. Blyden, Christianity, Islam and The Negro Race, 3rd ed.
(Edinburgh, 1967), 71 - 93.
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forms of religion, our politics, our literature, such as it is - is
only temporary and transitional. When we advance further into
Africa, and become one with the great tribes on the continent,
these things will take the form which the genius of the race shall

prescribe.

10

In line with this belief that education should contribute to political development,
Blyden, at a time when Christian missions had the major responsibility for education
in Liberia, deplored sectarianism in the country as an obstruction to educational development and voiced the opinion that education should be the work of the government.
He also advocated establishing schools in the Liberian interior and especially in regions of Islamic influence so that the masses could be educated. 11 His ideas on education for the masses included women; he felt that they should have the same general
tupe of training as men. He argued that they should be given the opportunity to pursue
a collegiate education, as this would ensure more rapid and permanent development of
the country.
But, for Blyden, education was not only to be utilized for political purposes, but also
for intellectual and social endeavors, for religious duty and especially for racial development. He felt that the Negro race had a distinctive character, an individuality - a "personality" - which needed to be fostered. The races were distinct but equal, not identical
but unequal. As he put it, in the music of the universe, there is a different sound for each
race. Only the Negro could give his sound, and when furnished in its fullness, it would
be welcomed with delight by the world. 13 Proper education was the means for fostering

this distinguishing characteristic.
Thus, education for the Negro should facilitate understanding of and appreciation for
African culture and the development of pride in Africa's cultural heritage. Working from
this premise, Blyden was highly critical of European texts which he felt contributed to
the absorbing of European ideas and values by Negroes,with the inevitable inculcation of
race inferiority. Such was the education which Negroes had been and still were receiving
everywhere - adopted to the Caucasion but unnatural to the Negro. This improper
education which he deplored was described by him as follows:

Nearly all the books they read, the very instrument of their
culture, have been such as to force them from the groove which
is natural to them, where they would be strong and effective,
without furnishing them with any avenue through which they may
move naturally and free from obstruction. Christian and socalled civilized Negroes live, for the most part, in foreign
countries, where they are only passive spectators of the deeds
of a foreign race; and where, with other impressions which they
receive from without, an element of doubt as to their own

10.
11.

12.
13.

Islam
14.

Ibid. , 71.
Schools were then restricted to the coastal areas.
Blyden, "Aims and Methods of a Liberal Education, " 89.
Edward W. Blyden, "Africa and the Africans, " in Edward W. Blyden, Christianity,
and the Negro Race (Edinburgh, 1967), 277 - 278.
Blyden, "Aims and Methods of a Liberal Education, " 75 - 76.
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destiny is fastened upon them, and inheres in their intellectual
and social constitution. They deprecate their own individuality,
and would escape from it if they could. And in countries like this,
where they are free from the hampering surroundings of an alien
race, they still read and study the books of foreigners, and form
their idea of everything that man may do or ought to do according
to the standard held up in those teachings. Hence, without the
physical or mental aptitude for the enterprises which they are
taught to admire and revere, they attempt to copy and imitate
them, and share the fate of all copyists and imitators. Bound to
move in a lower level, they acquire and retain a practical inferiority, transcribing, very often, the faults rather than the
virtues of their models. 14

Little wonder, then, that Blyden recommended selectivity in the curriculum, and advocated study of only those phases of Western civilization which he considered wholesome.
He felt that attention should be given to the quality of information as well as to mental discipline. For example, he recommended that Liberia College restrict its offerings in
world history to the first four epochs as classified by Frederick Harbison. These dealt
with the theocratic state of society, that is, the system of human society held togehter
by religious belief and exemplified in the old Eastern empires; the Greek Age of intellectual activity and civic freedom; the period of Roman civilization; and the Medieval Age
when the church and feudalism coexisted. 15 On the other hand, to be excluded, especially
during the earlier college years, were the fifth and sixth epochs, and works written
during them. These epochs dealt respectively with the break -up of the church and
feudalism, and the development of science and industry, the sixth singled out because,
as he explained, it was then that the transatlantic slave trade began, and theological,
social and political theories were evolved to sustain the degradation and proscription of
the Negro. 16
In line with this idea of selection, Blyden advocated studying the Bible in its original
language without note or comment, and Christianity in terms of the original idea expressed
by Christ himself. He was appalled by the difference between Christianity as exemplified
in practice by the Western world and Christianity in its essence.
To further ensure that the minds of Africans would develop naturally and not continue
to imbibe foreign ideas and be shaped by them, Blyden strongly advocated and assiduously
worked for the development of higher education on the African continent. His hopes for
Liberia College, inaugurated in 1862, were high. A Professor of Classics in that institution from its inauguration until 1871, he saw the College as a regenerative force for the
Liberian nation, which would thereby make a distinct contribution to Africa. When he
ran into political and moral difficulties in Liberia in 1871 and was forced to leave the
country, he turned to Sierra Leone which seemed the next logical place for his work.
There he continued his labors for higher education on the continent. In correspondence

14.
15.
16.

Blyden, "Aims and Methods of a Liberal Education, " 75 - 76.
Ibid. , 81 - 82.
Ibid. , 82.
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with Governor Pope - Hennessey in 1872, he advocated the establishment of a West African
University to be conducted by Negro scholars from throughout the world. This university was to be secular in control and designed to foster an education adapted to the peculiar needs of Sierra Leone. It was to create an indigenous literature which would
silently transform the condition of the people. 17
But his sojourn in Sierra Leone was brief - two years. Returning to Liberia in 1873,
he continued his work in various spheres of the life of the nation and in higher education,
his efforts in the latter culminating in his presidency of Liberia College from 1881 - 1884.
By that time, the college had, according to him, completed its first stage of experience
and was on the threshold of another. It had completed the phase of what he styled its
"generative work" - creating a public sentiment favorable to it - but had not undertaken
the next phase - providing the nutriment for its enlargement and growth. 18 To accomplish this, the instruction had to be "more suited to the development of the individuality
and manhood of the African. "19
The great work to be done in Liberia - development of a people and of their fatherland - required

men trained amid the scenes of their future labors, - men who
can enter at once upon their work knowing what is to be done,
who need neither mental nor physical acclimation; who know
the specific methods in this country for performing industrial,
commercial, educational and religious work; who will know
how to live in the country and in the towns; who, if necessary,
like the intrepid Anderson - education in Liberia - can walk
two hundred miles on their bare feet, doing exploring and scientific work; who can take the surveyor's chain and compass
through swamps and over mountains, without the accessories
of hammocks and beasts of burden, umbrellas and waterproofs;
who as missionaries can walk from village to village, proclaiming the Gospel of Christ to the natives in a language they can
understand, and sit down on mats and skins in native huts, reading their Greek Testament and Hebrew Bible, or discussing the
Arabic Koran with Mohammedans, - and then at meal -time can
enjoy with their hosts palm oil and rice, palaver sauce and
dumboy; who will not long and pine for bacon and greens, peaches
and pears, broad -cloth coats and beaver hats. 20

17. Edward W. Blyden, The West African University, Correspondence Between
Edward W. Blyden and His Excellency John Pope -Hennessey, C. M. G. , Administrator in -Chief of the West African Settlements (Freetown, 1872). Partly as a result of Blyden's

prodding, Sierra Leone's Fourah Bay College became affiliated with Durham University
on February 1, 1876.
18. Blyden, "Aims and Methods of a Liberal Education, " 72.
19. Ibid.
20. Edward W. Blyden, Report of the President of Liberia College to the Board of
Trustees, 1881 (Cambridge, Mass. , 1882), 19.
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task of Liberia College and similar institutions to produce such men.
The instruments to produce men as he described - men with the knowledge that would
provide the adaptibility and the self -reliance which would ensure success for the African,
were those Blyden had suggested as the core curriculum for Liberia College. His curriIt was the

culum proposals advocated:
1. The study of the classics - the Greek and Latin languages and their literature and Mathematics.
2. The study of Arabic and some of the principal native languages of the country.
3. The study of the songs, traditions, mysterious events and achievements of the
tribes indigenous to the country.

The Classics and Mathematics he saw as "effective instruments of intellectual discipline. 21
Moreover, they would lay the foundation for the pursuit of scientific knowledge and practical work. The classics had another value. As far as he knew, there was not "a sentence, a word, or a syllable disparaging to the Negro. "22 The Negro could, therefore,
"get nourishment from them without taking in any race poison. "23 Indeed, Blyden felt
that there was nothing needed for the building of the country which could not be learned
from the ancients.
The other important matter related to the millions in the interior who were accessible
to the settlers. Between them and the settlers intelligent intercourse was a necessity.
Arabic and the languages of the country would provide the means for such intercourse.
These languages would also contribute to learning about Liberia. And, from the literature, traditions, and customs of these native tribesmen, fresh ideas would spring and
inspiration be gained, thus enabling the race to regain its strength. This turning to
indigenous sources for fresh ideas was an interesting development. In earlier years,
Blyden ascribed this role to the classics. 24
A natural corollary to this shift in view was his subsequent devotion of his attention
and time to studying about and producing several works on the life and customs of
Africans, the most notable among these works, his African Life and Customs published
in 1908. Thus was made available for study and emulation by black people essential information on the African, so little of which had hitherto been avilable in print.
Blyden gave considerable thought to the development of his people in accordance with
their nature and their surroundings. Liberia was his focus because he sae it as the hope
of Africa and the Negro race. It is evident from his writings that race was one of his
major concerns. With Western people and their culture accorded a superior status in his
day, and Africans and their culture an inferior, Blyden encouraged for black people the
type of education which would develop pride in their heritage and themselves, and foster
the creative genius, the confidence, and self -reliance which would make them independent
contributors to the world stream.

21.

22.
23.
24.

Blyden, "Aims and Methods of a Liberal Education, " 86.
Ibid. , 83 - 84.
Ibid.
Compare Edward W. Blyden, "Inaugural Address at the Opening of Liberia College

at Monrovia. "
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF LIBERIA

Kenneth G. Orr

The story of the past of any nation is the record of its heritage. Some of the account
is in the form of written records somehow preserved through the vicissitudes of time.
Such data are in the province of the historian and although limited in quality, subject
matter, and restricted to the latest periods of man's occupation they are precious beyond
compare. However, by far the greatest treasures of man's past lie in the earth in the
form of artifacts, habitation features and burials. This is the realm of the archaeologist
- the "digger" who, like a detective arriving late on the scene of the crime sifts the clues
for a glimpse at the truth. These clues are sometimes spectacular like royal tombs
crammed with the burial goods of long dead Pharaohs, or like buried cities which await
only the excavator's spade to bring them to life again. Most remains from the past are
more mundane than these glittering finds and include such seemingly prosaic features as
mud hut foundations, middens (garbage heaps), and individual burials. Yet each site is
an indelible page testifying to the true nature of the past - to be recaptured through the
meticulous attentions of the archaeologist.
Archaeology was my first careet as an anthropologist and consequently, I found myself
unable to ignore the mystries of Liberia's past during a tour of duty as a community development advisor to the Government of Liberia from 1960 to 1965. On duty assignments into
the interior I was ever on the lookout for archaeological sites. I was also interested in
obtaining information on the present culture of the people of Liberia not only for use in
understanding them for community development purposes but also to assist the archaeologist. In the historical approach to archaeology, the present cultures are recognized
as the "top strata of the past ". I was especially on the lookout for pottery vessels in use
in the present day villages, and for potsherds that marked ancient habitation areas. I
collected samples of each - depositing the bulk of the collection in the National Museum
in Monrovia with representative artifacts in the Museum of Anthropology at the University
of Arkansas. Here was a small beginning, and introduction to the science of archaeology
in Liberia.
THE BOFATA SITE

On a road

1. 8

miles east of the "Big Y" road at Barnga in north central Liberia, my

first archaeological site in Liberia came to light on January 1, 1961. Our party consisted
of John Dennis, my Loma assistant and driver, Anthony Pratt Emanuel, my Kpelle
assistant, Ronald and Phoebe, my children, and myself. We were driving along an extension of Progressive Street on the outskirts of Gbarnga in a jeep, having just turned
back from an unsuccessful attempt to reach the Jor river due to the impassibility of the
deeply rutted road.
John mentioned that we were passing an old town. Seeing s clearing I asked him to
stop and walked a few feet off the road to discover my first potsherd in Liberia, dispite
searching in connection with my trips to the interior for several months. I was delighted,
as only an archaeologist can be, with the small broken fragment, a hard thin grey ware

Liberian Studies Journal, IV,

1

(1971 -72).
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with a design on the surface. I showed it to the assistants and my children and soon
had them collecting other sherds which could be seen for a dozen feet in all directions.
The site was located in a small garden patch where peppers and egg plant bushes
were irregularly spaced. If it had not been for the cultivation of the ground by a hoe
to plant the vegetables the sherds could not have been seen. In fifteen minutes work
the group had collected several dozen artifact fragments. The garden soil was a discolored mixture of grey -brown color containing baked clay fragments of 1 to 3 inches
in diameter with the impressions of reeds and branches. I recognized this material
as fragments of mud walls made of wattle and daub construction. We were apparently
at the site of a decomposed mud walled hut. Although we did not excavate at the time,
post moulds and wall outlines of discolored soil could be predicted below the surface.
The surface remains were reminiscent of sites which I had excavated in the United
States- and it seemed clear that "dirt archaeology" techniques used there could also
be successfully applied in Liberia.
Across the road from the original site a small hill revealed even more material.
Here was found an oblong quartizite pebble measuring three by five inches with batter ed ends. This was recognized by John Dennis as a strike -a -light rock commonly used
in the villages of the hinterland. On the hill were small artificial mounds about twenty
feet in diameter covered with quantities of baked clay containing wattle impressions,
along with sherds, charred bone, snail shells and broken pieces of rock suggestive of
smoothing or grinding stones.
On inquiring from passers -by we gleaned some information about the site. A
middle -aged man tolds us that the area had been deserted throughout his life time perhaps thirty or forty years at least. The land he said now belonged to an old lady
with a massive goiter by the name of Molly Koya. Then an old man of over seventy
years walked by in his stripped blue and white country cloth robe carrying a small
bottle of fermented cane juice. The town he said was founded by a Kpelle chief named
Bofa and was called the town of Bofa or Bofata. He said it was deserted "before the
Kaiser war" and during the tribal wars in the early years of the twentieth century.
The old man, named Filemo, had lived in the area, which is that of the Jorquellie
Kpelle chiefdom all of his life . My assistants were convinced that he told the truth.
The following sherds were found: 11 rim sherds of which 3 were decorated - consisting of 8 rims which were recurved at the mouth of the vessel and probably represented
jars; and 3 rims which were incurving, probably representing bowls. The decorated
rim sherds consisted of 2 with cord -wrapped stick impressions ( Fig. 1 a, b) and 1 with
a notched lip ( Fig. 1 h). One of the bowl lips and 1 of the jar lips were thickened; the
rest were rounded.
Eight sherds were identified as the bases of pottery vessels of unknown form - being
flat and in the form of a disc. Two bases consisted of solid discs raised a half inch in
thickness ( Fig. 1 n).
Thirty-five sherds from the body of pottery vessels were found. These were smooth,
grey -brown in color, and tempered with small particles of grit, identical in ware type

1. Kenneth G. Orr, "The Archaeological Situation at Spiro, Oklahoma; a Preliminary
Report," American Antiquity, XI, No. 4 (1946); Fay - Cooper Cole, Kenneth Orr et al,
Kincaid, A Prehistoric Illinois Metropolis (Chicago, 1951).
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with the rims and base sherds described above. Many of these body sherds were fragments from the shoulders of jars and from base regions. Although undecorated the
body sherds may have come from pots containing decorations.
Twenty-eight decorated body sherds were found. The se came mainly from the shoulder and body areas and were all impressed while the clay was wet with a small closely
spaced toothed instrument (dentate stamped) ( Fig. 1 d, e) and with segments of twined
cords (Fig 1 b, p). Two sherds showed trailed lines which surrounded an impressed
decorated area ( Fig. 1 1). Typical sherds and hypothetical reconstructions of vessels
from sherd remains are shown in Figure 1. The collection now at Fayetteville,
Arkansas is designated "G1" for the first site located in Gbarnga District (the administrative unit at that time ) and each sherd is so marked.
THE SANIQUELLIE ONE (S1) ARCHAEOLOGICAL MATERIALS

The following is from my fields notes dated April 13, 1962: While on an inspection
tour of the United Nations Kpein Community Development project located about two miles
north of Kpein on the main highway between Kpein and Ganta, I noticed several loads of
earth dropped by a dump truck at the site of the project. The loads contained clumps of
black soil in which were embedded a number of fragments of pottery vessels, small lumps
of burnt clay and pieces of charcoal. Inquiring of a person nearby I learned that the loads
of earth had been secured from a nearby hill located about two hundred yards to the east.
My source of information also indicated an "old town" was located on the hill.
Even though I had only a few minutes before the inspecting group moved on to another
area, I rushed up to inspect the supposed archaeological site area. The entire top of the
hill had been denuded of top soil by a bulldozer, which also apparently removed the evidence of the "old town ", for I saw no sherds or burnt clay in the light -colored laterite
subsoil. This area is the western boundary of the Mano tribal territory, the Kpelle
tribal lands beginning at the St. John river some eight miles west of Kpein. The present
Mano town of Thtudee is located about two miles to the east of the Kpein project at the
end of the settlement road.
I picked up twelve pieces of pottery from the load of earth and after washing them at
home in Monrovia, examined them closely. All the sherds appeared to have been made
in the same manner but obviously came from different vessels since they contained different surface designs. These designs were made by impressing various kinds of elements
into the clay while it was soft. Two sherds contained impressions made with a short
toothed comb forming a band design. Two sherds were decorated with a small wedge shaped stick dragged and pressed alternately in the wet clay to form notched lines like a
fishs' backbond or raised furrows like a tall, thin, Christmas tree. Five of the sherds
had an indistinct fabric impression over the surface and were probably made in a woven
basket or area lined with cloth. All designs were on the outer surfaces.
All sherds were of a well -made hard (finger nail would not scratch) grey ware ranging
in color from near white to dark grey with irregular blotches. The ware was thin (1/3 inch)
and abundantly tempered with fine angular pieces of whitish quartizite fragments. The
vessel forms represented included gently flaring necks of a wide - mouthed jar; and a
sharply angled shoulder of a similar type vessel. No rim sherds were found ( Fig. 2 a -d).
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as shown; pot lid top - m.
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THE GBANSHAY SITE

.

In November 1963 while inspecting the new farm to market road through the Jorquellie Kpelle chiefdom north of Gbarnga from Blameyea to Botota in north central
Liberia, I recognized an archaeological site through which the road had cut. Near
the clan headquarters town of Gbanshay the banks of the road cut through a lens of
dark colored soil forming a mound several feet high on the surface of tie ground.
The soil mixed with charcoals and burnt clay contained artifact fragments and bones.
Clusters of bones suggested burials. An iron fragment suggestive of a pot was also
noted. Fragments of a restorable bowl were recovered. The bowl was carinated with
a sharp shoulder on a long slightly outflaring rim. A design on the lip was made with
a long comb element with large teeth producing straight and inverted "V" shaped lines.
The base was rounded and blackened on the bottom suggesting its use as a cooking pot
( Fig. 2 e, f).

THE BERNARD BEACH LAGOON SITE (M 1 -2)

About two miles east of Monrovia is a popular bathing area known as Bernard Beach
or "the lagoon ". A stream from the coastal swamps which flank the sandy beaches of
the South Atlantic Ocean makes its way to the ocean at this point creating a part fresh
and part salt water indentation on the coast behind a reef of rocks. Depending on the
season of the year, dry or wet, the mouth of the stream is sealed up with sand, or a
torrent of flood water spills into the modified breakers. It is rumored that at the time
Mr. Bernard, proprietor of the Yes Taxi Company, settled on the freshly made road in
the area a few years before, a village occupied the area. Half way between the lagoon
and the Payne Avenue residential area where I lived is a fishing village occupied by
Fanti fishermen where large ten man canoes are drawn up on the beach. My son Ronald
first discovered that there was an archaeological site at the Lagoon beach when he
found some sherds on a high sand crest of the beach located between the stream and
the ocean. This was in the summer of 1962. Since this was the first site found by us
in Montserrado County, the material was labeled M 1. Subsequent investigations of
the area resulted in finds labeled M 2 to distinguish them from Ron's collection which
turned out to come from the same feature anyway.
The artifact bearing area consisted of a dark sand zone about five inches thick located
at the present surface or a few inches below. The surrounding sand was light yellow and
sterile. This zone was interpreted as a humus zone formed by vegetation which had
since disappeared in large part since only hardy creepers and an occasional bush were
to be seen on the surface of the sand. ( The humus area investigated covered an area
roughly circular about fifty feet in diameter. Several dozen sherds about two inches in
diameter, an occasional smooth and angular stone up to five inches in length, and some
red clay -like rock fragments were found. The last mentioned find resembled an iron
ochre and could have been used as paint. The use of the stones, apparently not natural,
is unknown. The sherds occurred in clusters suggesting larger fragments which had
been crushed in situ. The area was interpreted to represent a refuse zone probably on
the edge of the living area of a village the bulk of which had been removed by the shifting
mouth of the swamp stream. The lack of bone or shells did not support this theory
however, and an interpretation of the area as a general village area seemed more likely.
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The sherds were a light colored (yellow tan) relative thick ( a half inch) ware heavily
tempered with sand. The major decorative element was a row of dentate puntates made
with a toothed comb, which occurred within areas zoned by trailed lines. Straight rim
jars were represented by the several rim sherds. One shouldered rim of a carinated
vessel, possibly a bowl, was found. Many of the rim sherds represented thick hemispherical bowls. One sherd appeared to be a circular raised knob hollow in the middle
such as could have been a pot lid ( Fig. 2 g -m).
The locating of village sites at the mouths of rivers on the coast is also indicated in
the locating of a site briefly viewed before leaving Liberia at the completion of my tour
of duty. This was located on the east bank of the St. Paul river at Monrovia on the
property of a German importing company. The surface was also on the sands several
yards from the beach and contained quantities of sherds. Such sites suggest habitations
of fishermen, like today's Fanti and Kru peoples, or possibly baracoon areas associated
with the slave trade.

THE KLE SITE (K 1)

An archaeological site came to light in March 1961 one half mile south of the town of
Kle on the road from Monrovia to Bomi Hills in the Kle sub -district. The site was discovered by Mr. John Donnelly, engineer of a construction company while building a
power line sub - station. Mr. Donnelly reported finding bones, an iron dagger, a bracelet, and pottery vessels under a layer of laterite. Quantities of sherds were found in
an area of about two hundred yards around the power station.
I was invited to investigat e the site and did so for a period of two days with the late
Honorable Oscar Norman, Assistant Secretary of the Department of the Interior of the
Government of Liberia, and Vice - President of the National Museum of Liberia. Excavations were carried out on features exposed in the construction digging with the help
of my son Ronald and several of Mr. Donnelly's laborers. The stratigraphy of the area

exposed was determined and six pit -like features containing charred organic material
and potsherds were excavated. Following an examination of the finds the bulk of the
material was deposited in the National Museum in Monrovia and type specimen subsequently placed in the Museum at the University of Arkansas.
The site is located in the territory of the Kpo clan of the Lofa -Gola chiefdom. I
talked with several of the Gola authorities in Kle and all were surprised to learn of the
archaeological site. None had heard of a Gola town in that location and it was suggested
that the site might represent a town of the Dei people. This suggestion followed a discussion of a tradition which told of a battle between Gola and Dei peoples in the vicinity.
An area just to the east of the concrete base of the power sub- station had been intensively investigated by the laborers in their search for potsherds prior to my arrival.
Most finds had come from an area some 30 feet square where concentrations of dark
earth containing pot fragments were clearly seen. The dark areas dipped into the subsoil wich was a light yellow clayey laterite containing fragments of red hematite and
quartzite. The laterite, formed of decomposed rock was the basic subsoil of the area
and was plainly natural, but the dark areas were man made. Above the features, however, was a covering zone of humus containing dark organic soil with tree roots and
little or no cultural materials. This was an average of six inches in thickness and
represented the deposits of decaying vegetation after the site was abandoned in this area.
Palm trees fifty or sixty feet in height occupied the area. Between the humus and the sub-
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soil there was a zone of mixed laterite fragments and cultural debris consisting largely of occasional potsherds and charcoal. This was six to eight inches in thickness. The
mixed zone graded imperceptibly with the features below but was sharply differentiated
from the overlying humus.
It was possible to excavate a verticle cross - section through four of the features.
The other two features had been dug by the laborers leaving only their bases which were
seen to cut into the subsoil. The materials found in each were sacked separately and
labeled giving six "time capsules" since each feature represented an open pit which
must have been filled within a relatively short time period with debris, which we may
assume was fairly contemporaneous. Such material is of utmost value to the archaeologist who is attempting to establish time and culture markers among the potsherds.
For this reason the analysis of these presumably contemporaneous materials is given
in some detail here.
Feature No. 1: (Fig. 3 a, e) As seen in the figure, Feature No. 1 was a circular
pit two and a half feet in diameter cut into the subsoil a distance of four feet below the
humus. A "step" of unknown total extent is seen at the left. While the pit contained
dark brown soil mixed with sherds, the step area was of heavy charcoal - a wood with
coarse pores and no apparent annual rings. At the base of the step was a red baked

earth line.
This feature contained twenty-nine sherds one to three inches long. All of the pottery has the same kind of paste and general surface appearance. The paste is black
throughout, very friable, and tempered with grit rather copiously used, with an occasional large piece. Much of the grit is angular quartz sand. The ware ranges in
thickness from a quarter (most) to half inch. Some idea of the form of the vessels
represented is gained from three rim sherds and four shoulder sherds. Two of the
rims are small bowls with expanded lips and impressed decorations on the outside.
The other rim sherd is that of a flaring rim jar with a flat lip. The rim section shown
is not decorated. Four of the shoulder pieces show slight "S" curves indicating a globular jar. These are decorated with punctate elements and incised lines. The other
shoulder sherd is sharply beveled. One body sherd has a fine dentate impression like
a tiny waffle pattern. The cross -section of this sherd shows a light grey color but the
paste is like the others (Fig. 4 a -1).
One sherd is a poorly defined base sherd, apparently a disc. A "pot lid" sherd is
rather well made with a depression in the top of what is apparently the knob of the lid.
Come to think of it, at this stage in analysis I can not be sure if rim sherds are from
pots or from lids. The big "flaring rim pot" sherd described above could equally well
be the rim of a lid. Larger sherds, of course, show up quite clearly with the pot lids
representing shallow forms (Fig. 4 u).
Feature No. 2: (Fig. 3 b) This feature was a shallow basin some five feet in diameter extending into the subsoil some three feet below the humus. An area of darker
soil filling the basin about three- quarters of the way contained charcoal fragments,
baked clay particles, and some pottery fragments. A mixed laterite, cultural material
zone intervines as it does in all of the features between the feature and the humus.
Seven sherds were found, all of the reddish ware found in Feature No. 6. One was a
pot lid, and one a slightly concave disc base, undecorated. Feature No. 3 was a similar basin containing very little material.
Feature No. 4: (Fig. 3 c, e) Just the base of this feature was found undisturbed by
the construction digging. This was apparently the bottom of a basin similar to Feature
No. 2. The side of the pit still adhering to the side of the trench allowed a profile to
be drawn. The cultural material came from six inches or so of the bottom of the pit
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extending into the subsoil and marked as a dark circle of soil three feet in diameter.
Seventy two sherds ranging from one inch to four inches in diameter came from this
feature. The ware is uniform with a reddish -brown color (most) and a light grey cross section from one third to one and a half inches in thickness. The paste is black or dark
grey in color. The clay was mixed with medium to fine angular grit particles as tempering. The ware has a sort of ash appearance and is quite crumbly or friable. Most
surfaces of the sherds are rough like sandpaper to the touch, but there are a few with
large quartz tempering pieces sticking out of the surface. Sixty two sherds were body
sherds representing apparently small cooking pots since many were fire blackened and
had remains of charred organic material adhering to their surfaces.
Ten sherds showed rim features (4), base features (3), or surface decorations (2);
in addition to 3 plain rim sherds. The only decoration on these sherds are incised
thin lines in the form of hatchured and cross -hatchured bands located at the shoulder
of the pot. One sherd was apparently that of a pot lid (Fig. 4 u). It was unusual in
having a knob for the lid top, most being gradual taperings to a peak. The bases are
all narrow discs, about three inches in diameter and slightly concave (Fig. 4 m -q).
One sherd gives the complete pot cross - section excepting the lip (Fig. 4 m). The
sherd is about four inches high and represents a wide, flat pot with a slight shoulder
and a flat disc base (Fig. 4 p). At the shoulder and extending into the rim in two superimposed bands each one half inch wide are incised close - spaced hatchures. The slanting lines going to the right in the lower band and to the left in the upper one. Two
sherds show incised cross -hatchuring extending above and below a sharp -edged shoulder.
One of these sherds has a blunt nosed node protuberation around which the incising
extends (Fig. 4 h). One rim sherd shows the lip to be thin and rounded.
Feature No. 5: (Figure 3 d, e) This feature was similar in form and soil to Feature
No. 1. Especially impressive was the solid charcoal area at the base of the step and in
the feature proper. Sherds were rare or absent.
Feature No. 6: (Figure 3 e) This feature was similar to Feature No. 4. Two kinds
of pottery came from Feature No. 6.
Thirty two sherds ranging from one to three inches in diameter represented an extremely sandy clay with large angular quartzite fragments used as tempering, these
sticking out from the surface give a very rough feel to the ware. The color is characteristically reddish orange or reddish brown on the outer surface and reddish inner
surface with a dark brown core. Three sherds were decorated all apparently from the
same pot. One was the pot lid decorated at the knob (tapering) end with a row of
chevrons made by applying a small dentate comb with eight teeth producing a straight
line of eight small dots, two slanting rows producing the chevron. This was superimposed over a band of large gouge punctates made by a small stick pushed into the
left while the clay was soft to produce a "B" form punctate. Two sherds represented
the body of the pot, a flaring (slightly) rim jar with two rows of the "B" punctate element
under which were four close spaced incised lines encircling the jar above the shoulder.
The ware was much blackened on the outside suggesting its use as a cooking pot. One
"waffle" dentate body sherd was also found.
The second type of pottery was represented by nine sherds. This ware has a smooth
surface with a uniform grey color throughout, having a slightly darker grey zone at the
core of the sherd. The tempering is sand and the particles are not nearly so large or
plentiful as in the case of the first type described above for Feature No. 6. One sherd
is a rim of a slightly flaring mouth jar. A second sherd represents a jar lid or a very
short flat based bowl, probably the former.
General Site Material: In the course of the construction digging Mr. Donnelly directed
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Fig. 4. Klay site artifacts. Sherds 1 /3d scale, other artifacts 1/4 scale. Feature 1:
sherds - a -i; hypothecated vessels, j -1; feature 4: sherds - m -o; hypothecated
vessels - p,q; pot lid - u; unknown provenience (reported to be a burial): glazed
pottery tube (iron forge tube) - r; iron bracelet - s; iron dagger - t. Pottery elements:
engraved pecks - b,g; basket impressions - d; cord impressions - d,l; dentate stamped
- h; raised node - n; base - i; incised as indicated.
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that as much cultural material be recovered as possible. Several hundred sherds,
four clay tubes, one iron dagger, and one iron bracelet were recovered. These will
be briefly described. A sample of 375 sherds gave the following kinds:
Decorated

Total

Sherd form

Plain

Rim sherds

13

25

38

sherds

192

111

303

Base sherds

21

6

27

7

0

7

226

149

375

Body

(disc)

Stilt bases
Total

Table 1. A sample of sherds recovered from

K

1

Site.

The clay tubes consisted of four fragments one to four inches in length representing
the same tube two and a half inches in diameter with an inner hole one inch in diameter.
The clay was baked white with a melted glaze on the outside. This artifact was identified
by Liberian tribesmen as similar to the blow tubes used in the iron smelting furnaces
found outside many villages in Liberia today (Fig. 4 r).
The iron dagger was originally nine and a half inches in length, the tip one inche
having been broken off. The iron was heavily corroded and covered with large rust
flakes. The handle, which was originally covered with some additional material since
decomposed was three inches in length and terminated in a ring three quarters of an
inch in diameter and two thirds of an inch wide which had broken from the handle but was
recovered. The blade appeared to be double edged. This artifact is similar except for
its longer blade to a Kpelle "travelling" knife with plaited stripe and fur trimmed scabbard and handle in my collection. The ring in the ethnographic specimen was for a firm
grasp using the little finger or the thumb anchored in the iron circle; a plaited leather
cord allowed the knife to be carried slung from the shoulder. This specimen was said
by Liberian tribesmen to be similar to ceremonial knives used in sacrificial rites, the
very short handle and double cutting edge suggesting this (Fig. 4 t).
The bracelet was a "U" shaped iron wire a little more than a quarter inch in diameter
with circular cross - section and slight knobs at the end (Fig. 4 s).
The iron materials were found together with "bones" suggesting burial goods. The
bones and the burial site were not examined.
Interpretation of the Kle site: Figure 3 e is a horizontal sketch map showing the
relationship of four features located within five feet of each other in the same soil strata.
The features are all located below the mixed laterite -cultural materials strata of six
to eight inches which also partially fills them. It is hypothecated that this zone represents a habitation level. Its extent could not be accurately determined due to the construction excavations but appeared to cover a rectangular area fifteen by twenty -two
feet in extent. This could represent a shelter feature with Features No. 1 and No. 5
representing large posts. Features No. 4, No. 6 and also No. 2 and No. 3 not included
in the "shelter" would then be storage pits such as are frequently found in village houses
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The pits of Feature No. 1 and No. 5 are smaller, two and a half feet in diameter and contained charcoal layers associated with the burned "posts ". The steps
on each could be construction states in the construction of the holes or parts of a
wall. The structure burned, accounting for the quantities of charcoal, and subsequently the pits filled with debris, probably within a short time period. The nature of the
"shelter" can only be guessed at. However, the lack of burnt clay wattle and daub
pieces which mark houses with clay walls suggests that the people at the Kle site used
mat houses similar to the Bassa and Kru (also Dei ?) today. An alternative suggestion
is that the shelter represented a "kitchen house" used today for storing rice. Such a
shelter is used only at harvest time for living purposes, and is located far from a
town in the rice fields. It has no walls. The quantity of sherds in the area would indicate an extensive settlement and not an isolated rice field, however.
The contents of the features were generally similar and argue for contemporaneity
and cultural similarity suggested again by their proximity. Utilitarian jars with lids
representing a grit tempered earthenware decorated with simple dentate and puntate
elements appeared to be the major ceramic artifact. The common ware had a dark
or black paste with large grit particles and a surface coloring ranging from darker
to redder depending on an irregular firing process. Some variation was seen in the
form, decoration, and ware type, of a few sherds suggesting alien or "trade" types
from other contemporary cultures. The smooth grey ware of Feature No. 6 may be
such a ware type.
The lack of non - ceramic artifact fragments is not surprising in an environment
where organic materials last only a short time unless especially protected. Iron
corodes rapidly also in the acid soil of the laterite subsoil. More careful methods of
excavating, the use of screening for example, would undoubtedly result in the recovery
of more classes of material remains, such as charred wooden artifact fragments, seeds
and the like.
No clear indication was seen as to the possible age of the site. The lack of Western
culture materials, and absence of knowledge of de site on the part of the old men,
along with the thickness of the humus strata overlaying the site, argues for some antiquity. A knowledge of the time factor in humus formation and iron decomposition if
available would be of great assistance, as would a knowledge of the time period indicated by the specific ceramic styles represented.

today.

THE SALAYEA SITE (S1 -4)

Some archaeological explorations were carried out in northwestern Liberia by Mr.
Darwin Rossman who was undertaking a geological survey for the Government of Liberia
in August 1964. I had advised Mr. Rossman on basic surface collecting techniques and,
following his field trip,he reported two sites near Salayea including a few sherds which
are now in the Museum at the University of Arkansas.
The first site area was located five miles outside of Salayea on the Belle Yella trail.
Here the old foot path trail, which had been widened to take auto traffic, extended to the
north east. On the right side of the trail for a distance of about a mile cultural remains
interpreted as abandoned house foundations near the surface were found in abundance.
The discolored soil of the features were exposed at intervals and Rossman describes
them as follows:
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There is much charcoal mixed in with pot sherds but little else. The
soil is dark brown, rich in humus and obviously not original (i. e. geological). The boulders are all local gneiss. There is an old slag dump
about a quarter of a mile to the East of the village.
Rossman drew a profile of a "house site" which he designated as Number 4 located
near the surface. A humus layer several inches thick overlay the feature and the underlying virgin soil into which the feature intruded as a shallow pit or basin extending perhaps twenty feet. This formed a rough rectangular outline noticed on the surface. At
one end was a deeper pit extending three feet or so into the subsoil. Sherds were collected from the pit and labeled collection No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3. Sherds from the
feature proper were labeled No. 4.
An examination of the sherds and the stratigraphy as Rossman presents it indicates
that the materials were probably contemporaneous. Zoned punctates on a burnished
light brown thin was the main ware (Fig. 5).
ETHNOGRAPHIC MATERIALS

One key to an understanding of the past of Liberia is a knowledge of the present cultures. The historical approach to archaeology begins with the present day culture and
works backwards on the logical base that it is best to work from the known to the unknown. During my tour of duty in Liberia I collected a number of tribal artifacts largely
as a means of understanding the present day institutions in order that I might better advise on community development. At the same time, such materials comprise the "top
layer" of archaeological materials, and the fact that they are disappearing rapidly emphasizes the need to describe them in detail. For our purposes here, however, I would
like to briefly mention the non - ceramic artifacts and concentrate on the pottery specimen
sunce these bear a direct relationship to the archaeological finds. I understand that part
of this collection is now in the Museum of African Art, 316 A Street, N. E. , Washington,
D. C. Some of the artifacts have been illustrated and discussed. 2
Rice farming activities: The following artifacts were used in rice producing or processing in Kpelle villages: iron cutlass (machete), bush -cutting rawhide glove, iron axe,
iron section marking hoe, iron hoe, iron rice -harvesting knife, cloth rain -pass medicine charm, wood mortar, wood mortar pestle, plaited rice -winnowing basket, rich

bunch (as gathered in the field), wooden cooking spoon, branch pot stirrer.
Hunting, fishing, and gathering activities: The following artifacts were used in food
collecting pursuits in Kpelle villages: pygmy antelope hoof in wax (hunting medicine),
wooden bow, bamboo arrows, wicker quiver, iron dart spear, branch circular rat trap,
small boy's bow and arrow, iron tipped hunting arrow, bamboo fish basket, wicker fish
trap, split fibers woven food bag, woven storage bag, vine climbing strap, fishing pole,

2. Kenneth G. Orr, Development Needs in a Changing Liberia (Monrovia: Agency
for International Development, 1964).
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and line, wood pack frame for transporting goods (kinjah), fishing net, elongated fish
basket, crawfish trap, travelling knife - iron with ring top.
Musical activities: The following artifacts were used in musical activities: from
Kpelle villages - ivory tusk horn, bong-bong drum, samba (fele), cha -cha gourd with
seed net; Kissi cha -cha; Kran box harp.
Supernatural activities: The following artifacts were used in supernatural activities: from Kran villages (all masks are made of light "cork" wood) Leopard Society
mask, Dancing mask, Peace Maker mask, Don't Care mask, plaited effigy mask; from
a Vai zo Female mask of Rice Grain society, Male Devil mask of Rice Grain society.
Female mask of Gbetu society, Water Mammies effigies (wooden and fish shaped with
face and hair of spirit depicted) leather necklace talisman (with Moslem incantation
inscribed in square leather case), wooden janis statuette of Darzo's spirit, red cloth
covered dancing spear and two cha -chas (last three artifacts used in Sande, girl's bush
school); from a Loma villager - cow tail spell whisk, stuffed antelope medicine horn,
bottle of truth juice (used at trials), bottle of sand cutter's sand and ash (used in divination), bottle of sassywood oil (used in trial by ordeal, spirit drum; from a Dan (Gio)
mask maker - War Maker mask, Poro society promise mask (boy's secret society),
Rice Spoon (effigy head wooden spoon used in first rice ceremony), "country checkers"
(antelope effigy board and seed players); spotted cat charm bag.
Clothing complex: From Kpelle villages: wooden hair comb -pins, wooden arc hair

comb, palm leaf conical rain hat, waist beads, country cloth robe; from a Kissi village:
"porcupine" fiber hat.
Miscellaneous items: From a Gola village: wooden plate and spoon; from a Loma
village: Poro society male bluffing sticks, children's stick doll; from the Kissi area:
iron "arrow" money or "Kissi pennies "; from the Kru area: wooden canoe paddle- spear.
Artifacts of tribes of the north central hinterland, especially the Mano, are reported
for the time period of the 1940's by George W. Harley and George Schwab. 3 Related
collections are in the Peabody Museum at Harvard University. As each year passes
some art and handicraft retreats from the onslaught of Western culture manufactured
articles with which they are competing. Most tribesmen had given up pottery making
at the time of my study in the early 60's although some village markets such as
Voinjama sold pots reported to be made locally. Following is an account of a collection
of pots which I made.
AN ETHNOGRAPHIC POTTERY COLLECTION

Twenty two pots in use or recently used by Liberian tribesmen were collected in
association with the following groups: Loma - 8; Mandingo - 6; Mano - 4; Kpelle - 2;
Gola - 2.

Loma pottery: In November 1960 I visited Konia village located near Zorzor on the
Gbarnga- Zorzor road. This village belongs to the Ziama clan of the Gizima -Ziama
Chiefdom, Loma tribe. The town chief graciously assisted in the collection of seven

George Schwab. "Tribes of the Liberian Hinterland;' Edited with additional
W. Harley. Papers of the Peabody Museum of American Archaeology
and Ethnology, XXX (1947). 545 Pp.
3.

material by George
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old pots, none of which were in use, but which had been used until recently when replaced by store bought metal ware. Five of the pots were globular with rounded bases
and short sharply outflaring rims. They were identified as cooking pots, which was
apparent by the fire -burned outer surface. The ware was a dark brown color, relatively thin (half inch), hard , and grit tempered. All cooking pots had distinctive body
markings as follows: the upper half of the body consisted of textile impressed lines
inclining diagonally, or nearly horizontally, to the right. The bottom half was also
textile marked but with a finer cloth showing criss- crossing and leaving a rough surface. The use of a cloth wrapped paddle was suggested. Three of the pots ranged in
height from five and a half to seven inches; one was ten inches in height, this specimen
was further distinguished by the presence of several incised horizontally placed lines
on the inside lip of the pot (Fig. 6 a). The sixth pot also had a rough textile impressed
base but the upper body was a series of six verticle panels of horizontal wiggly incised
lines resembling patterned cord motifs (Fig. 6 b).
A large globular pot of light grey ware was produced by the chief with apologies because it was broken. To the archaeologist, of course, this made no difference. When
reconstructed it proved to be identical in basic form to the cooking pots, with a sharply
outflaring rim most of which was missing. The bottom half was similarly marked with
criss- crossed textile impressions, but the upper part of the body was decorated with a
band of connected diamond motifs made with a fine cord impression. The ware was
tempered with white quartz grit sparingly used. The core was dark, outer surface dun white, inner surface brown as from palm oil. The vessel had probably been used to
contain oil (Fig. 6 c).
In September 1962 I bought a large water storage jar similar to the one described
above, in the Zorzor market. It had a sharply outflaring rim like the cooking pots.
The globular body was a textile marked base noted in the Konia specimen. A band of
diamonds were incised on the body proper with the diamonds filled with dentate elements
in zones. The "teeth" impressions were made with a fine comb instrument. Surmounting the design were incised wavy lines. The ware type of this specimen was a thin, hard,
dark brown ware (Fig. 6 d). The vessel was said to have been made by a Loma woman
in the vicinity. It was identified as a zia -lege (water -jar) and used for water storage
and rice feasts. At the same time I bought a zia- diggee (water -bottle), a water bottle
with a short constricted neck and globular body used for drinking.
A water bottle sketched in the office of the District Commissioner in Voinjama might
be mentioned here. The vessel was globular with a short constricted mouth and a clay
handle on the shoulder. It was decorated with two rows of cord impressed diamond
motifs filled with dentate stamping made with a wheel which was rocked back and forth
(rocker stamped). The exterior was painted by the Commisoner with house paint and
the original ware type was not seen. It's tribal affilitation was unknown but is probably

Loma (Fig.

6

j).

research assistant John Dennis, a Loma tribesman, made a "bewitching country
pot" with an ordinary cooking pot, the shoulder of which was tied with several folds of
My

red cloth

(a

sign of magic). He described the pot as follows:

The witching medicine pot is a supernatural pot for the witching of
people in the village. They keep this pot under their bed to keep
part of a human being in it to show to the other witching people what
they have done from the time they became a witch person. Most
people who are found with this pot are the head of the witches, and
it is not found with the man who is undergoing the training.
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This pot was not used for "witching" of course, but was part of a display on super-

natural concepts.
My Loma assistant also interpreted the water bottle bought in the Zorzor market
as follows:

This kind of jar is used as a personal water bottle for important
people. It is also used to store palm oil temporarily. The wavy
lines at the neck of the bottle represent scarifications done by the
Sande girl's secret society. The lines of comb teeth marks in
zones on the shoulder show the scar pattern on the back of the Poro

boy's secret society.

pottery making was women's work. They make the vessels by coiling the clay into shape then paddling the outside with a flat paddle while holding a
pebble as an anvil inside. I did not observe this technique, but this data agrees with
other reports on pottery manufacture in Liberia.
It should be noted that there are two Loma chiefdoms. The one in the Zorzor
District is the Gizima -Ziema Chiefdom consisting of three clans: the Ziema (from
which much of the pottery described above comes), the Buluyiema and the Gizima
clans. In the Voinjama District in the northwestern part of Liberia is the BundeWubomai Chiefdom consisting of three clans: the Bunde, Upper Worker, and the Lower
Worker clans. It may not be assumed that the other clans have the same or even similar pottery although this is a likely hypothesis.
Mandingo pottery: There are two Mandingo chiefdoms: one in the Voinjama District,
the Wai-Woniglomai Chiefdom consisting of one clan of that name, and the other in the
Kle Sub -District called the Mecca Chiefdom and consisting of the Upper Mecca and
Lower Mecca clans. However, many of the larger towns have a Mandingo community
since these people operate as traders throughout Liberia as they do in many parts of
West Africa, coming originally from the Malinke area to the northeast in Guinea and
Mali. In the River Cess territory of south central Liberia there is a "Mandingo
Element" with the status of a clan within the Bassa Chiefdom designated "Number 5A ".
With such a widely scattered group one could expect some cultural divergence especially
in such a cultural element as ceramics. Such appears to be the case as seen in the
six pot specimen identified as "Mandingo ".
In November 1960 I bought three pots identified by the seller and the surrounding
tribesmen as coming from the Mandingo group. They were clearly distinguishable from
the Loma pots at Zorzor. The ware type of the three was identical being a smooth,
thin (quarter to half inches), hard, dark brown ware with a light grey cross - section and
a dark grey to black core. The brown appeared only on the surface and was plainly a
slip applied inside and outside over a light grey surfaced ware. It was speculated that
the application of palm oil could produce the dark brown color assisting perhaps in
rendering the pottery less porous. A semi - burnished look was achieved. The pots all
had round bases and the lower half of each appeared to be roughened as with textiles.
Two of the vessels were of identical form, being a wide mouthed carinated jar with a
sharp shoulder (Fig. 6 e). The larger one, shown in the figure, had three bands made
by incised lines on the shoulder under which diagonal impressions were made by a cord
wrapped stick. The cord was wrapped twenty times on this specimen. On the smaller
pot which measured about four and a half inches high, there were two incised bands
circling the shoulder area and each contained its own imprints of diagonal cord wrapped
sticks. In this case the cord was wrapped four times around the stick. Interestingly
He indicated that
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Fig. 6. Ethnographic specimen, pottery vessels from Liberian tribes, 1/4 scale.
Loma vessels, a -d,j; Mandingo vessels, e-h; Kpelle vessels, k,m; Gola vessels,
l,n. See text for description of elements.
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the cord impressions had also been applied first and the incised lines after as in the
larger pot. These vessels were used as cooking pots supported by an arrangement
of three stones in the fire, the common hearth pattern in this area.
The third vessel had a constricted neck and a heart - shaped body (Fig. 6 h) and
the shoulder area was decorated with six double -line incised angles filled with stamped
designs. The stamped designs were light and partly smoothed over but could have been
produced by a carved block or paddle. The main elements of the stamp were zigzag
lines in a row surmounted by panels of close- spaced short horizontal lines. This
vessel was used for storage of water or palm oil.
Three pots were brought in by my research assistants who reported them to be
Mandingo pots from households in the Mecca area. A "medicine pot" and a "fish jar"
were of the same relatively thick ware (Fig. 6 f, i). Both were small jars with constricted mouths and pear- shaped bodies with flat disc bases. The medicine pot (medicine includes any elements used in magical activities) was decorated with two rows of
letters "M ", "O ", and "X" of unknown symbolic value. The fish jar was decorated
with triangles of cord impressions in a band on the shoulder. The third pot (Fig. 6 g)
was of an entirely different ware, dark, thin and decorated with finely incised lines.
The form was precisely made with a cylindrical neck superimposed on a four -lobed
body on a stilt base. This was called an "ink pot" and used to hold ink used by the
Mandingoes in writing (Arabic). The rim was a "collar ". The medicine pot and the
fish jar appeared to be a crude version of Mandingo elements. The ink pot engraved
to outline a four -lobed body, represented a finely made ware type of which no other
examples were recognized in my study of Liberian pottery types. Possibly it was
imported as a "trade ware" from some more sophisticated center. The form was
basically that of the medicine pot and also the Mandingo style ink pot secured from a
Kpelle village ( Fig. 6 f, k).
Kpelle pottery: During one of a number of visits to Filleleh, the Kpartollee Clan
headquarters town near Totota in central Liberia, I picked up a rare item, an old cooking pot from Clan Chief Weineh's attic. The Kpartollee Clan is one of five clans in the
Nyanforquellie Chiefdom of the Salala District. This is one of thirteen chiefdoms of the
Kpelle- speaking people, a large group occupying much of the central part of the Liberian

hinterland.
The pot was a jar six and three quarters inches high with a semi -raised stilt base
and a slightly flaring short rim. Around the shoulder close to the rim was a row of
nested triangle motifs made with rough cord impressed into the soft clay before firing.
The ware was hard, relatively thick ( a quarter to half inch), of buff color and roughly
smoothed. Large pebble marks were noted on the inner surface (Fig. 6 m).
A second vessel was brought in by a research assistant also from the Kpartollee Clan
area. This was identified as an "ink pot" (Fig. 6 k). Fragments of carbon from a black
interior seems to bear out this function. The form similar to the Mandingo " medicine
jar" (Fig. 6 f) had a narrower mouth and higher stilt base. It was decorated with cord
impressions in geometric zones over the entire body. The base was also cord impressed
with an "X" symbol in the center. The stilt base was solid giving a weighted base possibly as a precaution against tipping. This is the only pot specimen in my possession at

present.
Gola pottery: My research assistants brought in two pots from a Gola village near
Monrovia in December 1960. Both were globular round base pots with short slightly out flaring rims. One identified as a "toy" (possibly a model iron cooking pot) had three
nodes on the base as a tip support and two opposing nodes at the rim (Fig. 6 1). The
other was presumably a cooking pot (Fig. 6 n). It was distinctive in having the entire
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body impressed with a "sweater" weave fabric clearly delineated. Also a groove at the
lip top, possibly for a pot lid, was distinctive. The ware was grey, hard, of medium
thickness. The body of the "toy" was black with a very rough surface.
Mano pottery: Three vessels were brought to me in 1963 by my research assistants
from Mano- speaking villages near Ganta in north central Liberia. One was a cooking
pot consisting of a bowl with a sharply everted rim with a lid (Fig. 7 a), a fire- blackened
smooth greyish earthenware lacking decoration. A second, classified as a "frying pot"
was a carinated bowl with a sharply angled shoulder decorated with a large triangular
punctate in semi -circular arrangement (Fig. 7 b). Both vessels had round bases. The
ware was smoothed and hard of grey -brown color. A water bottle with clay handle and
stilted base was of the same ware (Fig. 7 d). It was decorated with cord impressions
producing concentric circles around the middle and a symbol resembling waves at the
base. A carinated jar (Fig. 7 c) decorated with impressed cords was also of the same

ware type.
A large rice bowl with lid and stilt base was purchased from Doctor Hayes, an
American teacher who had spent some years in the Liberian hinterland. The unusual
speciman, now in the Museum at the University of Arkansas, was deeply incised on the
bowl body with bands of nested chevrons (Fig. 7 e). It was dark brown in appearance
having been apparently coated with palm oil to produce a lusterous surface.
I would like to report also five vessels which I sketched in October 1960 at the Gbarnga
District Commissioner's office where they were being tastefully used as flower pots.
These pots were said to have come from Ganta and been made recently by Mano- speaking
people there. They had been rubbed to a low polish before firing and represented a dark
brown ware with grit tempering decorated with dentate stamped elements, a cord impressed stick, and trailed slashes in rows on the globular bodies (Fig. 7 f -i). One vessel
(Fig. 7 h) had a sharp shoulder and a collared rim.
COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The materials described above do not, of course, shed light on preceramic horizons
which appear to have existed in Liberia as well as elsewhere in West Africa. Atherton
reports what he believes to be Sangoan materials of the Paleolithic tradition in the form
of heavily patinated quartzite flakes near Totota in central Liberia. 4 The Loma, Kpelle,
and Mano tribes have a tradition of "little people" who supposedly occupied the land before they arrived. In 1962 I saw and talked with some small Kpelle- speaking people
just north of Gbarnga where they lived together in family groups. They were several
inches shorter than the usual Kpelle, relatively thin, and with non - negroid faces, i. e.
thin noses, lack of prognathism and caucasoid in appearance. The Kpelle spoke of them
as survivors of this earlier group. There is also a tradition of small hairy "duworves"
(dwarfs) said to inhabit the forest and mountains and to be dangerous to ordinary men.

4. John H. Atherton, "Archaeology in Liberia: Problems and Possibilities,
African Archaeological Newsletter, No. 11 (March 1969).

" The

West
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This group is plainly supernatural since their feet are on backwards.
Davis describes numerous sites with paleolithic and neolithic type assemblages in
the countries surrounding Liberia. 5 However, it is his "early iron age" sites that
contain material most similar to that presented here. It must be pointed out that chronological age is not necessarily inferred by this term - which makes its use confusing.
Much of the complex in modernized form is still being used by the present day tribes.
The term "early Iron Age tradition" is useful, however, in identifying the basic cultural
level and the genetic tradition represented. In this regard it is pertinent to note the
similarities in the culture of the earliest iron age people of Rhodesia in the earlier half
of the first millenium A. D. to that of Liberian's rain forest culture. This complex
included channeled, stamped and corded ware in jar and carinated bowl forms; pole and
daub huts on slightly raised platforms, slag from iron smelting; fertility worship symbols
in female and cattle clay figurines, ostrich shell beads, and copper and bronze objects.
The last three croups of artifacts are not found as such in Liberian complexes. 6
Davies reports many early iron age tradition sites in West Arica. The resemblance
of his material to our Liberian pottery is often striking. The stamped ware found in
Mali, Senegal and Ghana sites show specific similarities in rocker and dentate stamps
as well as other design elements on comparable vessel forms and ware types. 7 He does
not include comparisons with Liberian materials since "practially nothing is known about
the iron age between Senegal and the Ivory Coast, not much until one reaches Ghana ". 8
While all of the pottery described in this paper would form part of the wide - spread
"iron age" tradition, it falls into distinguishable groups which appear to have validity in
cultural analysis. In regard to the ethnographic materials the Mandingo- Loma - KpelleMano wares are sufficiently alike to form a genetically related sub -tradition. This is in
effect a continuum of traits with the most varied and complex in the Mandingo ware and
the simplist in the Mano ware. In regard to designs and vessel forms the Mandingo are
the most varied and complex and the Mano the least. Actually, the Loma- Kpelle -Mano
potteries are considerably less complex. This agrees with the culturally more sophisticated position of the Mandingo of the nuclear Mande and the others, the so- called,
peripheral Mande. 9
The Bofota, Saniquellie 1 and Gbanshay ceramics appear to be most closely related
to the peripheral Mande pottery family and are undoubtedly earlier, although we have no
serriations in the styles to indicated how much earlier. With additional work, however,
it probably would not be difficult to substantiate the reports that Bofota is a Kpelle village
of about seventy years ago. Style changes in ceramics, even though ancient motifs are
used, are inevitable due to the factors of the individual working with the plastic medium
clay in a non -literate society which does not fossilize concepts of style in writing. We
may therefore look for changes in the presence or absence of elements or in their frequency to mark the different style periods. ' Such relative chronological indicators are
necessary to supplement Carbon 14 dating proceedures, to establish sequences of genetic

5. Oliver Davies, West Africa before the Europeans; Archaeology and Prehistory
(London, 1967).
6. J. Desmond Clark, The Prehistory of Southern Africa (Harmondsworth, 1959), 289.
7. Davies, West Africa before the Europeans, figs. 81, 82, 86, 100, 101.
8. Ibid. , 277.
9. George P. Murdock, Africa, Its Peoples and their Culture History (New York, 1959).
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relationship, and to indicate culture change and diffusion.
The two contemporaneous war types at the Kle site suggest merging of two ethnic
groups. The dominant type, the dark grit ware resembles the small Gola toy pot
(Fig. 6 1), and the smooth grey ware resembles the other Gola pot (Fig. 6 n) and the
Kpelle -Mano ware type. Such a situation could be expected in an important town on
the boundaries of the two tribal areas. It suggests the presence of Gola and Kpelle
women. Since the "Gola" ware is dominant, the women who made the smooth grey
ware were slaves captured in war. Another interpretation would be intermarriage
by ordinary means, not common today, between two tribes. Another interpretation
involves the trading of the ware, a reasonable suggestion since inter -ethnic group markets are well known in historic times. These hypothetical reconstructions illustrate
some of the subtlty of analysis open to the archaeologist.
The Bernard Beach (Lagoon) site pottery differs from the others analysed in this
paper by its relative simplicity of form and coarseness of ware. It shares dentate
stamp elements and pot lids with the other sites. These elements as well as other
widespread pottery features are interpreted to be among the oldest in the collections,
on the basis that with notable exceptions (e. g. corn and tobacco) the more widespread
an element of culture the older it is apt to be. The fact that the Bernard Beach site is
located in Bassa tribal territory, members of a different cultural alignment (the Kru
linguistic group), suggests that it might be affiliated with this group rather than the
Mande. In this case we would expect cultural differences in the ceramics. It may not
be a Bassa site, and we need Bassa pots to compare with the archaeological material.
A site with material suggestive of the Bernard Beach site is reported at the Po river
site on the beach in the Dei territory to the west. 10 These finds came from burials and
included iron bracelets, anklets, neck rings, projectile points, blades and "T "- shaped
axe heads. The vessels, including vases, cups and bowls also had flat disc bases
slightly raised, which is actually also a characteristic of the Bofota material. In our
collection flat bases seem to be associated with liquid containing vessels to assure a
firm base and is found in complexes with round cooking pots, which balance on three
firestones comprising the hearth. Other sites are mentioned by Delafield at Harper
(Russwurm Island), where quantities of European trade goods were found.
As more sites are revealed the archaeologists will begin to apply their findings to
basic questions of the origin and spread of the Iron Age culture and of the Negroid
peoples of Africa. Are the rain forest people formerly savannah dwellers who have
only recently penetrated Liberia as Murdock believes?11 Where did the rice culture
with the pottery complex including pot lids so necessary in the boiling of rice come
from? Did Negroid peoples come from Southeast Asia bringing the iron working complex and e banana, taro and other Southeast Asian plants as Linton and Birket -Smith
1
suggest? What about the coast people, are they an offshoot of the horticulturalists or
a separate development? Not only anthropologists but also historians are concerned

10. C.
1967 -69, "

Delafield, "Recent Archaeological Investigations on the Liberian Coast:
Paper presented at the Liberian Research Conference, Bloomington, Indiana,

1970.
11.
12.

Murdock, Africa, 259.
Ralph Linton, The Tree of Culture (New York, 1959), 167; Kaj Birket -Smith,
The Paths of Culture (Madison, 1965), 449.
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with these and similar problems, and the story of the historic period such as presented
by Fage13 may eventually be substantiated or rejected on the basis of the archaeological
evidence.
In conclusion, an examination of pottery vessels from present day Liberian tribes
and some archaeological collections gathered in the early 1960's serves to introduce
methods and data for the development of archaeology in Liberia. This largely unknown
archaeological area contains basic information which, with that of other West African
countries, will eventually lead to a knowledge of man's past in Africa, now largely
conjectoral. The importance of detailed analyses of the ceramic industries in present
and past phases of culture is highlighted.
The beginning of a broad taxonomy of cultural units is suggested. The materials
presented are seen to fall within an "early iron age" tradition which is widespread in
sub - saharan Africa. Within this broad category sub- traditions are tentatively identified
associated with the Mande, the Mel and the Kru linguistic groups. Within the Mande
sub -tradition, nuclear and peripheral families are identified. Tribal ceramic aspects
with distinguishing characteristics are seen to be emerging in the study of Mandingo,
Loma, Mano and Gola vessels. It is hoped that this effort may contribute to a system
of classification of the ceramic industry and later the cultural complexes which would
parallel the Midwestern Taxonomic system used in analysing Easter United States
archaeology. This paper is seen then as a necessary though embryonic step in the introduction to archaeology in Liberia.

13.

J. D. Fage, An Introduction to the History of West Africa (London, 1962).
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NOTE ON INDEPENDENT CHURCHES IN LIBERIA'

Werner Korte

The study of social change in Africa must be concerned not only with the fields of
economics, politics and attitudes of peoples, but also with changes in religion. While
the gradual movement from traditional African religions to Islam and Christianity has
understandably attracted great interest, a study of the role of recently established religions and cults indigenous to Africa is also vital to an overall understanding of religious impact on African societies. These religious movements played a significant part
in politics during the colonial period by contributing to the creation of a spirit of national
consciousness within the inhabitants of the then European colonies.
In considering recent religious activities in Africa, three forms must be distinguished:
neo- traditional, prophetic and messianic, and independent churches. Although the origins
of each form differ, it should be noted that movements described as prophetic and messianic have sometimes developed into independent churches. With the recent publication
or reprinting of reports by early colonial administrators, missionaries, and anthropologists, interest has increased in these religious movements. The recently published
Mitchell- Turner bibliography enumerates more than 1300 studies, notes, and references
in this field. 2 Most of them, however, deal with developments in South Africa, Congo
and Nigeria.
A careful study of the available literature suggests that very little is presently known
about Liberian independent churches and local religious movements. This note is divided into two parts. The first will review the available studies, and the second will present
data compiled during field research regarding the activities of a hitherto unreported
itinerate evangelist. It is hoped that the first will point out the dearth of information
dealing specifically with Liberia and thus stimulate interest in further research, and that
the second will indicate the sort of material that can be turned up by the curious student.
In 1965, David Barrett stated that no independent religious movements had been reported

master's thesis on this topic.
Robert Cameron Mitchell and Harold W. Turner, with the assistance of Hans -Jurgen
Greschat, A Bibliography of Modern African Religious Movements (Evanston, Ill. , 1966).
This bibliography has been continued in The Journal of Religion in Africa, I, 3 (1968), 1731.
2.

The author is preparing a

211.

Liberian Studies Journal, IV,

1

(1971 -72).
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from a group of African states including Liberia. 3 His definition of 'independency'
used in 1965, however, is acceptable to designate several Liberian religious movements
as autonomous as done by Mitchell and Turner, whose bibliography contains six references to publications referring to Liberian developments. The works cited do not deal
with independent churches as such, i. e. churches founded by Liberian tribal inhabitants.
Two of the references deal with the Church of the Lord, active in Liberia since 1947.4
Two others discuss the prophet William Wade Harris, about whom much has been written.
A fifth entry descibes the growth of churches in Liberia and mentions both the Church of
the Lord and the Prophet Harris,6 and the sixth reference is to a volume including pertinent information in a general chapter on Liberian churches and societies. 7
Harold W. Turner in a work published a year after the bibliography he co- authored
with R. C. Mitchell, does, however, credit Liberia with giving birth to one independent
church:

5

There is at least one indigenous independent church [in Liberia], the
Church of God in Christ, founded by Prophet John; this has a number of
branches, and when it opened a large new church at Kakata in 1959 a
delegation attended from the Church of the Lord. 8
While Turner's African Independent Church does correct Barrett's implication
that no independent churches have arisen in Liberia, clarification of two points ought to
be made. Turner is doubtless referring to the Church of Christ founded by a John Joseph
in Kakata. The Church of God in Christ is a Pentecostal mission church from which
indigenous healers and prophets have emerged to found independent churches, but not at
Kakata. Turner also cites Dr. J. A. Onanuga's Christ Divine Healing Church in Monrovia,
which separated from the Church of the Lord. 9 Although this independent church still
exists, it has few adherents. The founder, a Nigerian, concentrates his energies on a
private school he has established.
Merran Fraenkel, in her valuable sociological survey of Monrovia, discusses a group
of churches she designates "Pentecostal ". These include the Church of the Holy Ghost,
the Assembly of God, the Holy Cross Church, and the Church of the Lord, Apostolic.
She also mentions "three separate Pentecostal churches" in New Krutown. 10 Fraenkel's
list of "independent" churches makes no attempt to trace their origins or to distinguish
their functions. All churches which have certain characteristics, such as stress on
baptism, delivering dreams, and prophecises, in common with Pentecostal bodies are

3. David B. Barrett, "Church Growth and Independency as Organic Phenomena: An
Analysis of Two Hundred African Tribes, " in C. G. Betts, ed. , Christianity in Tropical
Africa (London, 1968). Barrett's definition of "independency" is much the same as used
in his book Schism and Renewal in Africa (London, 1968).
4. Kenneth I. Brown, in Mitchell and Turner, Bibliography, items 401 and 402.
5. Walter B. Williams, in Mitchell and Turner, Bibliography, items 405 and 406.
6. John Walter Cason, in Mitchell and Turner, Bibliography, item 403.
7. Merran Fraenkel, Tribe and Class in Monrovia (London, 1964), Chap. IV.
8. Harold W. Turner, African Independent Church (London, 1967), 153.
9.
10.

Ibid.

Fraenkel, Tribe and Class, 160, table

18.
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simply denoted as Pentecostal. 11 She suggests that the significance of these churches
stems from the participation by members of the lower social strata who thus find a
way of self -expression both from the type of services and the plethora of church offices.
In other words, "The singing, dancing, and ecstatic experiences allow an outlet for
pent -up conflicts and frustrations to people who have little other opportunity to let off
steam. "12 Expression of dissatisfaction and psychic relief are the main functions:
Religious zeal has, however, passed to some extent from the long established mission churches to the newer denominations and especially to the
small independent churches of Pentecostal type, which draw their members
from the underprivileged and their inspiration from dissatisfaction with
and dissociation from the established order. 13

According to Fraenkel, these churches provide security and personal advancement,
the latter mainly for men, beyond the "kinship and tribal ties," although the Pentecostal
churches as well as the older denominations have developed along tribal lines.
Fraenkel's interpretation of the psychological function of the Pentecostal churches
appears to be valid. Her study, however, does not attempt to answer an obvious question.
Why have these churches developed as independent bodies when there are so many Pentecostal missions in Liberia? Although Fraenkel hints at the syncretistic character of the
groups, whether they be Pentecostal or independent, she does not include discussion of
the process by which new religions are developed. The question of why tribal people of
the lower social strata, especially women, develop these religions is posed but not
answered.
David Barrett does not restrict his study to Monrovia.
The situation in Liberia is different from the other English- speaking

territories to the east in that no large or powerful independent bodies
have arisen on Liberian soil. Prophet Harris was a Grebo from the
eastern region, but had little success among his own people. The largest groups by 1965 were Nigerian bodies operating as missions in Liberia,
in particular the Church of the Lord (Aladura) and other prophet churches
along the coast. Many new movements are springing up among the Bassa,
and they, together with the Kru (a famous sea - faring tribe) are also strong
supporters of Aladura in Sierra Leone to the west. Less organized dissent
has occurred in the interior among the Kpelle, Gbande, and Ngere
tribes. 14
Barrett offers the following examples:15
Bassa.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

"Church of the Lord Aladura. Penecostal Apostolic Faith and

Fraenkel, Tribe and Class,
Ibid.
Ibid.

,

165.

171.

Barrett, Schism and Renewal, 20.
Ibid.

,

285, 290, 293, 298.
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schisms from Baptist Mid -Missions. Many congregations in northern
Liberia were taken there by Bassa and remain largely Bassa in membership. Some missions have rejected the traditional Bassa script in
favor of Latin script, but Bassa demand their own. Many new bodies
springing up in 1967."
Gbande. "Church of the Universal House of Prayer, 1955 (formerly the
Holy Cross Mission, Protestant Episcopal Church of the U.S.A. ).
Anglican evangelist had disagreement with missionary prior over finance. Twenty five members in 1966. "

Grebo. "Aladura in Harper, ca. 1950.

Prophetic churches and sects

increasing.
Kpelle.
Kru.

"Aladura in and around Gbarnga. "

"Widespread Aladura support in 1947 in Liberia. Many recent

sects also.

"

Ngere. "Aladura and Pentecostal Apostolic Faith in Sanokole
and Ganta, brought upcountry by Bassa tribesmen, but now being supported in Liberia by the Gio and Mano; much evangelistic effort by them
among pagan Mano. "
Of these, the Kpelle, Gio and Mano should be excluded. The churches mentioned in
fact belong to the Church of the Lord and other Bassa supported organizations. The
information concerning the Gio and Mano is slightly incorrect. These tribes do not
appear to have developed independent churches of their own. Barrett's information
on the Bandi is correct, and the same holds true for the Kru and Bassa. The names
ascribed to their churches are not quite correct. (Bandi: proper title is simply
Universal House of Prayer. Bassa: correct name is Pentecostal Churches of the
Apostolic Faith.) The information on the Grebo has not been confirmed, although there
are Grebo who have founded independent churches in Monrovia with mixed tribal adherence. Rumors of new independent churches in Maryland County could not be verified
due to the lack of time.
After surveying the existing literature, it must be concluded that information on
Liberian independent churches is sketchy, and that sometimes the available material
is incorrect. Prophetic and messianic movements have not been studied, nor have
neo- traditional cults. Only Fraenkel's book gives an account of such churches in
Monrovia. Since, however, she is not especially interested in independent churches,
no significant information on such movements is included in her study. The writer's
field work reveals that there were more than fifty independent bodies operative in 1969,
mainly among the Bassa and Kru, but also among the Kisi, Bandi, Kran, Sapo and Grebo.
Sometimes these churches have the character of prophetic movements. Sufficient information on neo- traditional cults was also found to indicate that further research
doubtlessly will be fruitful.
The author's research on Liberian independent churches inevitably led to a study of
the activities of William Wade Harris, the "prophet" whose ferver led him to engage in
evangelistic work in Ghana and the Ivory Coast between 1913 and 1915. In contrast to
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most of the literature about Harris which contains no suggestion that he successfully
engaged in religious work in Liberia, 16 Walter B. Williams, a Methodist missionary
who worked on the Kru Coast from about 1910 to 1930, became acquainted with
Harris in Nana Kru after Harris' deportation from the Ivory Coast.

returning to Liberia, he traveled up and down the Kru Coast,
preaching against fetishes and Sabbath breaking, and making
some impression along these lines. But his influence was damaged by the fact that he was living in adultery with two wives and
boasting of the women he "teased away" from their homes and
husbands to follow in his trains. He was a familiar figure on the
road passing our mission and frequently rested at the station for
days at a time. 17
On

Although one recent work18 contends that the Harris movement is now showing discernible signs of life in Ghana and Liberia, this writer found no evidence that Liberian
churches claim any historical connection with Harris. The only exception, the Church
of the Twelve Apostles, was introduced into Liberia by Ghanian fishermen and the bulk
of its membership is still drawn from that group.
In seeking out and recording reports of prophets, healers, and church founders, the
author was told, while at the University of Liberia, that an itinerant Kru prophet and
healer named Wualé had been active in the 1940's and 1950's. During subsequent field
work, efforts were made to elicit more information about him. This effort was first
rewarded when a Bassa woman, who is partly Kru (Informant 1), related:
He was a powerful man. My mother told me of him. He healed all
diseases by touching the people. He made barren women fertile.
When he came into a town the people did not let him go until he had
prayed for them. Everyone knew him because he went around along

the Kru coast and everywhere.

Informant 2, who was about thirteen years old when he saw Wualé, supplied this
account:
Wualé is a Grebo who worked before the

First World War, at any

16. Cf. Katesa Schlosser, Propheten in Afrika (Braunschweig, 1949), 245. Schlosser
says that after Harris was deported from the Ivory Coast he lived in his home town of
Graway close to the Liberian border with the Ivory Coast. Some authors confuse this
with Garraway, a town some thirty miles west of Graway. See: Vittorio Lanternari,
Religiöse Freiheits- und Heilsbewegungen unterdrückter Völker (Neuwied und Berlin,
n. d. [19681); English translation: The Religions of the Oppressed: A Study of Messianic
Cults (New York, 1963).
17. Walter B. Williams & Maude Wigfield Williams, Adventures with the Krus in West
Africa (New York, 1955), 142.
18. Lanternari, Religiöse Freiheits- und Heilsbewegungen, 96.
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rate before 1920. He used to walk from town to town with a stick
in his hand carrying his bag on his back. The stick had on the top
a cross of red cloth. He was not tall, a stout man, not too slim.
The people called him prophet Elijah.
When asked if there was any connection between Harris and Wualé, this informant
made inquiries among some elderly Grebo, and reported, "Harris is Wualé. Wualé
is his native name. "
A Kru, who was older than Informant 2 and who came from the same town, said:

Wualé came from the Cape Palmas area in the years 1917 to 1919,
and traveled along the coast as far as Freetown. He crossed the
river near the town without using a canoe. Nobody knew how he
managed to do so. He was an old man with a long beard.

This man (Informant 3).had seen Wualé in 1917. After being told of the Prophet Harris,
he said that Wualé and Harris were one and the same. This informant also gave the
following details about the teachings of Wualé:
He forbad fishing on Sundays, prophesied

darkness and rain, pro-

phesied the deaths of people and preached against tribal medicine.
Informant 3 was unsure if Wualé had prached against polygamy, but thought that he had.
He remembered Wualé being the first to preach Christianity, and that he had been
followed by Methodist and Pentecostal missionaries.
Williams describes Harris as follows:

striking figure, dressed like a prophet from Old Testament times, wearing a white, flowing robe and white headgear which
set off his white hair and beard. He carried always a staff with a
cross tied on it, a Bible, a bowl for baptism and a fancy gourd which
he called David's harp. 19
He made a

In this context, still another remark of Williams might be important. A convert from
Nifu, Paul Sakey, is reported to have acted as a preacher, travelling along the coast.

He took the name of St. Paul, arrayed in the clean, white robe of a
prophet, and went about preaching Christ and calling upon his people
to repent as Jonah of old days. 20

Although time did not permit verification of this data, the cited recollections point to
the presence for a (Kru ?) prophet who was active in Liberia about 1920. Perhaps the most

19.

Williams, Adventures with the Krus,

20.

Ibid.

,

141.

144.
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intriguing point is the identification by two of the three informants of Wualé with William
Wade Harris. While Wualé and Wade are both phonetically written Uade, and while
certain parallels in personal traits and activities are present, problems remain to be
solved before even a tentative identification can be made.
Schlosser21 describes Harris as bearded and tall (like Williams does); informant 2
says Wualé was "not tall ". Wualé was said to have been an old man in 1920; Harris
was born about 1856.22 Harris carried a stick with a wooden cloth at the tope, wore
a long strip of red cloth from his throat to the hem of his white robe and a white turban?3
Williams mentions neither the cloth at the top of the stick nor the red cloth on his garment. Bible, bowl, and gourd are not mentioned by the Kru informants, but informant
2 describes the stick ending with a cross of red cloth. Both men are remembered as
preachers, and Schlosser cites writers who were told by Harris' followers in the Ivory
Coast that he had healed them by faith. It is unclear, however, whether Harris actively engaged in a "healing ministry ", or whether his followers merely attributed their
healing to his general activities. The Harris believers in the Ivory Coast recall him as
a miracle worker and prophesier. 24 Harris preached against work on Sunday and tribal
medicine or fetishes, 2 and tolerated polygamy. These facts are confirmed by Williams,
too. Neither Harris nore Wualé founded a church, although Harris instituted in each
village, whose inhabitants converted to Christianity, a council of 'twelve apostles' to
carry on his work. These interesting facts do not suggest a positive identification,
although there is a proof that Harris evangelized the Kru Coast after 1915. It may well
be that Wualé was a follower of Harris who adopted something of his mentor's theology
and style. It is, however, possible that Wualé was some one like Paul Sakey, or possibly
Sakey himself. Williams does not give an exact date of the latter's activities; a photograph shows Sakey wearing a long white garment, a white turban -like headdress and two
black strips crossed over the chest. Whether Sakey has a beard is not possible to tell.
The probability that there worked in Liberia a hiterto unreported prophet, remembered
for his preaching and healing, suggests that further research into prophetic movements
and independent churches in Liberia will be fruitful.

21.

Schlosser, Propheten, 248.

22.
23.
24.
25.

Ibid., 242.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.

,
,
,

248.
262.
249.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR LIBERIAN LANGUAGES

Frances Ingemann
The Institute for Liberian Languages, established in 1969, is the Liberian Branch
of the Lutheran Bible Translators ( headquartered in Orange, California). This organization has as its principal aims the translation of the Bible into languages in which
such a translation does not exist, and the preparation of literacy materials which will
enable the speakers of such languages'to learn to read. hi the course of such work,
many studies of general linguistic interest are produced: language surveys, studies
of mutual intelligibility between dialects, phonological descriptions, grammars, gloss-

aries, etc.
The Institute is staffed by Lutheran missionary linguists and ancillary personnel
whose financial backing comes from contributions by American supporters of this work.
All linguists have a minimum of two summers of intensive linguistic training at the
Summer Institute of Linguistics. In addition to working directly on the languages, the
Institute for Liberian Languages trains Liberians in linguistics so that they may participate in the work on their own languages. Through a cooperative agreement with the
University of Liberia, a linguist provided by the Institute to teach courses in both the
College of Liberal and Fine Arts and the Extra -Mural Division.
In order not to duplicate the work of others, the Institute is seeking to learn what
studies have been made in the past and to gather as much information as possible on
work in progress. It will thus have in one place not only the results of its own investigation, but also information on the general state of linguistic studies in the country
as a whole. All those concerned with Liberian languages are invited to communicate
with the Institute about their work. Linguistic studies, literacy materials, translations,
language learning materials -- in fact anything related to the language or the culture- will be gratefully received for deposit in the Institute library and archives. Such materials will be made accessible not only to the members of the Institute staff but also to
other scholars, translators, and literacy workers.
-

The address of the Institute is Box 1923, Monrovia, Liberia.
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LIBERIAN WRITING, LIBERIA AS SEEN BY HER OWN WRITERS AS WELL AS BY
GERMAN AUTHORS. Ttibingen, Germany: Horst Erdmann Verlag, 1970. 239 Pp.

This is a worthwhile introduction to Liberian literature. It was published on the
occasion of President Tubman's visit to Germany. Certainly, Liberian- German relations have been cordial for some years. Vai Prince Momolu Massaquoi was the first
Liberian Consul General in Hamburg in the early 1920's. The book attempts to show
Liberians and the world that Germany has other than commercial African interests.
The Liberian contributors are Doris Banks -Henries, Bai T. Moore and S. Jangaba
M. Johnson. "Murder in the Cassava Patch" by Bai T. Moore is always worth a rereading. Moore's other contribution "Categories of Traditional Liberian Songs" is
valuable for the linguist. "The Warrior, King Sao Boso" is a biographical sketch by
Johnson, unique in the all too sparse field of African biography.
Doris Henries' "Survey of Liberian Literature" is well done. She covers folktales,
proverbs, poetry, orations, travelogues, prose, history, biography and journalism in
both the 19th and 20th century. I think, however, she understates the importance of
orations as a means of communication. It was, indeed, the primary means of mass
communication prior to the turn of the century and was developed to a much higher
degree in Liberia than elsewhere in Africa. Almost all formal gatherings were an
occasion for an oration. Special attention was given to Independence Day, Matilda
Newport Day, University Commencement, Founders Day, etc.
As a striking example, the same Momolu Massaquoi delivered the Independence Day
oration on 26 July 1921. After critically reviewing conditions in Liberia, he said with
regard to tribal chiefs:

These loyal Chiefs whose people pay taxes should be represented in
the legislature. We might argue that they do not understand English
which is our Court language, but ... should a man be debarred from
privileges to which he is entitled under the Constitution simply because
he doe not understand a foreign language adopted by the minority of
people?

Perhaps it is no small wonder that he became Liberian Consul General in Germany
shortly thereafter.
The German contributions are a hodge -podge! They include a section from Heinrich
Barth's "Journey along the Niger, 1854," a poem by Horst Wolff and an unfortunate piece
called "First Acquaintance" by Janheinz Jahn. The latter was obviously written for
"tarry -at- home" travelers in Germany. It describes the rigours of traveling 75 miles
into the "interior" of Nigeria which turns out to be Ilorin!
One of the most interesting contributions is the last in the book, "The Challenge of
the Mine" by Eugen P. Plotzki. It may be last to make up for what goes before in the
German section. It is a most interesting personal recounting by one of the early German
mining engineers who came to develop the Bong Mine. It covers a twenty -year period
following World War II. It is a sentimental and perceptive recollection of what was involved at both the official and technical levels in opening up what was then known as the
Bong Project. It portrays a feeling of respect for the Liberian co- workers and gives
candid portraits of President Tubman, the late Lansdell Christie and other figures. It
also describes, briefly, problems with the German Embassy! An unusual degree of
empathy, not frequently seen in European- African writing, is the key to Plotzki's story.
Raymond J. Smyke
WCOTP/CMOPE
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Kjell Zetterström, A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE KRU. Robertsport, Liberia:
Tubman Center of African Culture, 1969. 56 Pp. and William Siegmann, A REPORT
ON THE BASSA. Robertsport, Liberia: Tubman Center of African Culture, 1969.42 Pp.

These two reports present some of the findings of the Ethnographic Survey of Southeastern Liberia. An aim of the survey, first proposed in 1967, was to explore the extent
and nature of cultural and linguistic variation among the ethnic groups of Liberia. The
southeastern portion of the country was selected for the first part of the survey partially
because it has not been well reported in the ethnographic literature and because of the
ethnological problem posed by the undetermined number of small linguistic and traditional political units in the area.
The survey received financing from the Tubman Center of African Culture. These
funds were not sufficient for the research as designed and hence the survey was more
superficial and limited than originally planned. The financial factor should be borne in
mind when evaluating the results of the survey.
Participants other than Zetterström and Siegmann were Ronald Kurtz, then of
Cuttington College, who surveyed the Grebo - speaking area, and Dieter Seibel, then of
the University of Liberia, and Giither Schröder, also attached to the University of Liberia,
who surveyed the Kran area. Students from Cuttington College and the University of
Liberia who were members of the surveyed ethnic groups assisted.
Since one of the goals of the project was to gather comparable data, a questionnaire
based on Murdock's Ethnographic Atlas was prepared under the direction of Kurtz. The
questionnaire covered a range of items dealing, for example, with technology, subsistence
patterns, social organization and life cycle. Comparable linguistic data were to be obtained using a 200 +word list. The survey was conducted during approximately six weeks in
early 1968. Visits were made to as many towns as was feasible given available time,
transportation, and money. The Kru and Bassa reports are the first to be completed.
A survey of this nature can provide only a limited range of cultural data. Information
gathered must be from a limited number of individuals within a limited time. More
importantly, questionnaires and surveys of this nature necessarily focus on ideal cultural
patterns - on what people say they do. Quantitative data cannot be gathered in most
instances nor is it possible to assess the extent and nature of variation from the stated
ideal pattern. Neither does this type of questionnaire reveal much concerning sociocultural
processes. The major utility is in trying to establish historical relationships and contacts
and regional or culture areas. In Liberia, this is important because representatives of
several different linguistic families are found there and because of inaccuracies and
confusion in the existing literature on trait distributions. The survey may also be useful
for better understanding the relationship of Liberian ethnic groups to other West African
groups. The survey also provides a basis for future research and indicates problems to
be investigated in more detail.
The data in the Kru report are organized according to towns. This format makes the
report somewhat difficult to follow. It would have been useful if there had been further
refinement of the data and more attempt by Zetterström to integrate and summarize the
materials. The task of working out patterns and regional variations among the Kru
remains for the reader. The Bassa report is easier to follow and Siegmann has integrated his data and attempted to indicate patterns.
Both reports would have been improved if better maps had been available. The lack
of good maps has been a chronic problem in Liberi an research and hopefully will be
remedied soon. The preparation of such maps should be a first priority in ethnographic
and linguistic research.
The reports indicate areas in which data are still limited and superficial and where
further research is needed. This is particularly true with respect to social organization.
90
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The composition and structure of kin groups is at best vaguely understood. These
reports do not always make clear whether the ethnographic present or the contemporary
situation are being discussed. Land allocation practices are discussed in very general
terms. From my own experience, however, I know that reliable and specific data on
land allocation are difficult to obtain.
The nature and extent of social stratification, both traditional and that of the modernizing economy, are not well outlined. Although many of the Liberian groups have an
"egalitarian ethic, " it is clear from the presence of slavery, debt clientship, "big men, "
and so on that stratification is more complex than commonly indicated.
Information on societies, secret and nonsecret, is limited. In addition to obtaining
more data - - extremely difficult to do in some cases - - English terminology pertaining
to these societies in Liberia needs clarification. Differences and similarities in societies may be obscured by the terminology.
Terminology is a problem in other areas. Confusions in the use of terms such as
clan and tribe have been recognized. Possible confusions in the use of "quarter" have
not been realized. This English term is used throughout Liberia to indicate a subdivision of a town. It is doubtful whether the units so called are comparable either in
terms of composition or political significance. Loma data would seem to indicate that
there is considerable variation in the composition and significance of quarters both
within and among towns. It is critical that the composition and organizational basis of
the unit referred to as a quarter be spelled out. The Bassa term for quarter is not
indicated. Zetterström's equation of panton with quarter does not precisely correspond
to Fraenkel's discussion of useage of that term. 1 A better understanding of what is
meant by "quarter" is important in determining the historical, political, and demographic
variables which may influence the composition and importance of quarters.
Another term which has been used loosely - - both in these reports and in most
Liberian literature - - is "war". Again it is likely that the term includes a variety of
types of action ranging from raids to extended military campaigns.
The linguistic data from the Kru and Bassa have not been analyzed. Hopefully, these
data and the reports on the remainder of the survey will be available soon.
The Kru and Bassa reports make a valuable contribution to the ethnographic literature
on Liberia. At the same time, they indicate how little and unsophisticated is our know ledge of Liberian peoples. Hopefully, more extensive research will be conducted in both
areas to further enhance our knowledge.

Jeanette E. Carter
University of Iowa

1.

Merran Fraenkel, "Social Change on the Kru Coast of Liberia, " Africa, XXXVI

(1966), 157 - 8.
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Charles Morrow Wilson, LIBERIA: BLACK AFRICA
Harper and Row, 1971. 249 Pp. $ 8.95

IN MICROCOSM.

New York:

The reviews I have read of this book have either concentrated on insulting Liberia
(Charles Miller in SATURDAY REVIEW, May 15, 1971) or have used the book to prove
a pet theory, disregarding its intrinsic worth (Kirk Sale peddling the idea of imperialist
America the NEW YORK TIMES, Book Review, March 14, 1971). None have evaluated
Wilson's book for its fact and style.
The recent death of President Tubman, marking the close of what might fairly be
called the Tubman era in Liberian history, is an opportune time to evaluate the government and society of Liberia. It is a perfect time for an informative, well written examination of Africa's first republic. Unfortunately, Mr. Wilson's book falls far short of
usefulness for this purpose. Indeed, as a Liberianist I am greatly embarrassed by this
book. It is published by a major publisher, reviewed (not unfavorably) by major popular
periodicals, and, it is assumed, will reach many laymen untouched by "academic"
materials concerning Africa. Yet I find it poorly written and unforgiveably weak -even wrong -- in dealing with some fundamental areas of Liberian life. I might even
characterize the book in many ways a fraud. My evaluation is so severe because I had
thought the time had passed for this kind of sloppy work on an African nation. Liberia
has suffered too long under the burden of this kind of writing.
Specifically, Mr. Wilson has written a loosely pasted together, rather episodic history
of Liberia. His prose concentrates on the greatness of this first black African republic,
the accomplishments of its black leaders, and the remarkable accomplishments of black
integration demonstrated by this "oldest Negro republic. " It is evident that he finds
great pleasure in pointing out that this is not just the history of a nation, but of "the
black republic, Africa's oldest. " If this sounds somewhat patronizing, well, though
this mood is carried off rather subtly throughout the book - Liberia is largely praised,
especially as an example of the integration of tribal and settler blacks -yet patronizing
it is.
One of the two truly basic problems with the book is its lack of credibility. After
reading this book, I personally do not believe that Mr. Wilson has visited Liberia for
the last twenty- years, and has done little digging for contemporary research materials.
Most of his bibliography is pre -1950; indeed, there is nothing to indicate he ever heard
of, for example, J. Gus Liebenow or his work, let alone some of the less well known
contemporary Liberianists. He is also ignorant of such basic tools as the 1962 official
Liberian census, as on page 146 when he says:
.

troublesome factor here is the continuing lack (at least through 1970)
of an authenticated census of the Liberian tribespeople.
A

vastly wrong estimates of tribal numbers (e. g. on page 160 he gives the Mano
population as 200,000 while the census says they number around 70,000) and tribal
distribution, not once does he mention the census. His guesstimates are one hundred
years old. Even worse, in fact damning, Mr. Wilson does not know that the interior
-- home of the tribal peoples he so extoles and discusses so intimately -- is no longer
divided politically into Provinces. How can we trust a book on Liberia that does not
even know that the interior has (since 1964) been divided into legally equal counties?
This from one who tries to shove the theme of Liberian integration down the throat of
the reader. He does not know what he is talking about, its as simple as that! From
the Foreword, page xviii:
In giving

... curently the federal confederation includes five counties, three
provinces, and one territory.
92
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Not only is this just plain WRONG, one wonders what the hell a "federal confederation"
could possibly be (Liberia is, of course, quite "unitary ").
While I am on the Foreword, I might simply say that if you must read any part of
this mess of a book read the Foreword. It is only eleven pages and yet it alone should
provide the tenor of Mr. Wilson's writing and the level of ignorance of the author about
contemporary Liberia. First, a description of Liberia's geography:
As pictured on a map, Liberia now shapes a recognizable image of a
Scottish terrier lying on its back, head slightly raised; forepaws folded,
and rear legs retracted. (p. xii)

There is more, but ... well, at least I think he is talking about the Liberia I know.
Farther on (p. xiii) he introduces a continuing weakness of the book, the lack of
standardized (and modern) usage of tribal names. Buzzi? Guzzie? These have not
been used for twenty years - - yes, of course, the pattern fits. Other goodies:
In Liberia as elsewhere, the presence or even the lurking threat of
famine is a prime impediment or discourager of integration (p. xiv)

The Organization of African Unity is a fairly typical Liberia creation.
( p. xvii)

... but aborigine (tribal) representatives have served in the national
legislature by virtue of regular and constitutional election since 1851.
(

p. xix)

Of this last, most tribal people would merely laugh.
The Foreword sets the themes of the book. However, the themes have nothing to
do with the subtitle "Black Africa in Microcosm, " rather the themes are poor writing,
wrong facts, and soupy, paternalistic praise.
Lest you think that Mr. Wilson merely goofed the Foreword, let me briefly demonstrate some arbitrarily selected points throughout the book. The classic is on pages
90 and 91. On page 90:
At the very least the first African republic, after its first half- century
of life, was much more than a theorist's dream, a lobbyist's front, or
a politician's pawn - - or even a small black satellite of the United
States. It was a poor, small, loosely devised, jungle -edge body politic.

We will not go into the fact that Wilson had used many of the previous 90 pages to tell us
about the integration of the nation with the interior, yet here still calls it a "jungle -edge
body politic. " What is amazing is that this polity is discussed on page 91 thus:

...

Liberia was already one of the most meaningful surfaces on the
face of the earth.

Credibility, Mr. Wilson - - credibility!
Wilson characterizes tribal Liberians variously throughout the book.
The Liberian tribesman's unique excellence as a harvester of rubber
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is a most memorable testimony of superior manuel competence.
That, plus a most special and wonderful feeling for trees [sic. ].
(p. 136)

Remember the signal drums, Africa's telegraph? Yes, Mr. Wilson still has them
operating.
When telephone lines disintegrate, as they predictably do, signal
drums once more "sing" their messages. (p. 147)

tells us that health problems are such that population is "not yet conducive to ...
gains. " ( p. 150) Yet population growth is estimated somewhere around 2 %. This is
right after he refers to the native "rice paddies" ( p. 148) outside of tribal towns.
Forgetting, no doubt, that Liberians practice upland rice farming.
You missionaries will be happy to learn that Kolahun in the mid- 194o's was:
He

,

...

the lost wilderness of Kolahur., one of the last known of "wonderlands" of Equatorial Africa. ( p. 171)

What were those Episcopalians doing up there for the previous twenty years or so?
Modernization? Liberian tribesmen found no problem with it (at least not in Chapter
13, earlier in the book they found great difficulty in changing traditional ways).

Within weeks young tribesmen who had never seen dump trucks, bull-

dozers, draglines or caterpiller tractors before were successfully
operating all these and many other kinds of construction machinery.
(

p. 173)

Learning by miracle, no doubt. For you women, a fashion note. In Chapter
"The Sagacious Sixties" Wilson reports:

16

entitled

tribeswoman spins, dyes, and weaves a "skirt wrap" of cloth for
herself or her mother, sister, or daughter. ( p. 220)
A

This he intimates is typical, today.
Well, have you had enough? This is but a sampling. Wilson's credibility is even
worse if he really means that the then vice -president was "William Tobert" ( p. 221).
A typographical error? I wonder. Not mentioned here are the things Wilson ignores,
like the Frontier Force and the Secret Societies. Not important I guess.
I might quit here, but there is a much more serious aspect to the failure of this
book, the second basic problem. Simply put, I mean my feeling that a good deal of the
book is based on fraud. The first fraud is a relatively minor one practiced all too
frequently by the writers and publishers of contemporary books - - inaccurate, misleading subtitles designed purely to sell books. Wilson never refers to Liberia as anything like "Black Africa in Microcosm, " and surely does nothing to pursue this theme.
If anything, he emphasizes the uniqueness of Liberia. It is pure fraud to include the
promise of this subtitle without any intent of fulfillment, and time someone said so

clearly.
We should be more surprised though, and a bit taken aback, by the fact that Mr.
Wilson and his publishers saw fit to include large slices of Wilson's 1947 book on Liberia
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without any hint of its origin. In fact, not even the bibliography includes a citation of
this earlier work. Nowhere is the 1947 book mentioned. One might expect a publisher
to take advantage of the fact that their author has written other materials on the same
subject - - but, no, not this time. And why not? Probably because that "other material"
is at least partially republished here and sold as new goods.
Great slices of the earlier book are presented here either verbatum or with slight
rewriting, or simply interspersed with other material. I suspect that even more came
from Wilson's notes of the earlier period (20 years ago). By rough page count there is
about 30% of this book that is taken - - without any indication - - from the earlier book:
especially from Chapters 7 (Liberia and Africa), 10 (Liberia and Rubber), and 12
(Liberia and Medicine). There are other sections throughout the book. Actually, one
wonders why this material is reprinted at all, for most of it is extraneous. Chapter
7 deals with British and French colonial practices and Chapter 10 uses long passages
to tell us such things as how to tap a rubber tree, but never gives any specifics on the
Firestone position in Liberia. Indeed, the Chapter tries to tell us it was there mainly
to help the tribespeople.
Other chapters (not from 1947) are also extraneous. Chapter 14 is all about an
economic adventure by Edward Stettinius Jr. that was a failure. Nowhere, though, do
we get any specifics on the very successful iron ore mining interests. Too contemporary
for Wilson?
It is bad enough that whole sections are taken from the 1947 book, but often this is
accomplished at the expense of the earlier book's honesty. For example, the material
on medicine was specifically acknowledged in the 1947 work to be almost wholly from
discussions with Dr. Harley. Yet in 1971 Harley, no longer the revered pioneer missionary of 1947 but merely "the career medical director of the Ganta mission, " is used as
merely a source. If one took this book seriously the change, plus other similar ones,
would border on plagiarism. Incidently, do not look for hard information on Liberia's
contemporary medical situation in this chapter, it contains none.
The book includes 23 pictures but no map. Of the 23 pictures, 14 were in the 1947
book and most of the others are obviously of the same vintage. If any of the pictures are
recent (which I doubt) they are from Liberian business and government sources, i. e.
PR shots. Surely it is a fraud to present pictures twenty years old and label them "The
Faces of Liberia" as per opposite page 75.
Lack of citations throughout the book (with two or three exceptions) makes it extremely
difficult to trace Mr. Wilson's sources, especially for the early chapters of history. One
is sure that the American Colonization Society papers noted in the bibliography and the
Liberian Herald often noted in the text are two basic sources - - whether directly or
through a secondary channel is hard to tell. The history is episodic and concentrates
almost exclusively on presidential terms, as have a few basic sources on Liberian history;
but we cannot tell which sources were used. This is not a fraud, but a basic irritant
given the questions raised by other problems with the work.
By and large, then, the book is 30% re- worked 1947, probably another 20 % extraneous
material or simply verbiage; leaving about 50% of the book as bad history.
The final fraud of the book is its extravagant cost, even given today's prices. $ 8.95
for a book of only 250 pages - - one third of which are taken from an earlier work?
Really!! Perhaps some extra money goes to J. William Fulbright for writing the introduction. He surely would not have written it for free if he had read the book. The snide
remarks made against the U. S. throughout the text (Wilson needed a villain, I guess)
alone, would not stand in fact even (or especially) on the evaluation of a critic of U. S.
policy of Fulbright's stature.
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I probably have said too much about a terrible book. I suppose I should have simply
stated at the very beginning that; if judged as a kind of an academically based work on
Liberia, Wilson's work is shameful; as a popularized history it stinks.

Richard M. Fulton
King's College

C. C. Boone, LIBERIA AS I KNOW IT. 2nd. ed. Westport, Conn.: Negro
Press, 1970. 148 Pp. (Originally published, 1929.)

Universities

Some one hundred and twenty four years ago, the first Black African Republic proclaimed its independence to the world and appealed to the "nations of christendom" to
regard it with the friendly consideration normally extended new members of the international community. Amidst great internal and external odds the Liberian republic
survived and today stands as one of the now many independent political entities in Africa.
In Liberia as I know It, Dr. Boone (a missionary-doctor) does not simply review the
history of independence. If anything, the book is a recall of Liberia's pre -independence
history and a very personalized account of everyday life in the country during parts of
the administrations of Presidents Daniel E. Howard and Charles D. B. King (1913 - 1926).
The beginning chapters trace the root causes that led to the "colonization of American
Free Negroes" on the West African coast. As students of Liberian history are aware,
Liberia was conceived as a result of concerted efforts between the American Colonization
Society (ACS - the nation's parent organization) and the government of the United States
of America following the passage of the 1819 anti -slave trade law. While the ACS had its
plans well worked out, it lacked the material wherewithal. On the other hand, the U. S.
government, "also looking for a site on the West Coast of Africa as a temporary home
for recaptured Africans on the Atlantic Ocean", had the financial means but lacked a
well worked out plan in the sense that it was constitutionally debarred from undertaking
the establishment of a colony.
With the two ( the U. S. government and the ACS ) working together, and given the
personal interest of the U. S. President, James Monroe, in the project, the first set of
immigrants (88 in all) set sail in February 1820. We are offered an account of the many
adversities they suffered prior to their somewhat permanent settlement at Cape Mesurado.
The author then launches into a few biographical sketches - Jehudi Ashmun, an early
ACS agent in Liberia; Lott Carey, the missionary- doctor who left behind him a lucrative
job in the United States in order to serve "my suffering race, " and others.
Beginning with Chapter VI, we get an account of "the country and its inhabitants,"
where the author offers a "correct" division of the people into Americo- Liberians (descendants of American Negro settlers), Civilized Natives (Natives more or less assimilated into settler culture), Congoes (recaptured Africans) and Aborigines (the original
ethnic communities). The uninitiated into the Liberian phenomenon must here be warned
that this neat compartmentalization of the Liberian people did not last for long. What
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really happened was that Civilized Natives and Congoes became one with the Americo Liberians, and the latter were then socially distinguished from the Aborigines. With
all deference to the Unification policy of the Tubman era,1 the battle however muted,
for integration of these two groups is still being waged. 2
The reader needs further to be cautioned against taking literally what the author
has to say about the traditional African way of life in Liberia. In effect, the author
describes the "Vey" (Vai), "Pessie" (Kpelle) and other ethnic communities as they
are falling apart culturally due to the impact of "the West ". In many passages he portrays some of the feelings that have kept the two main groups of the society at loggerheads for more than a century. Note for example: "The Civilized Liberian, to maintain his standing as a light and a ruler of the country, must live in some way aloof from
the people he governs. " ( p. 51)
All in all, the book is useful for the historical lights it provides of aspects of Liberia's
yesterday (pre- League of Nations intervention in Liberian affairs). It can be at times
misleading when it comes to understanding Liberia today.

D. Elwood Dunn

The American University

William V. S. Tubman, President of Liberia, 1944 - 1971.
For details, see: Hannah A. Jones, "The Struggle for Political and Cultural Unification in Liberia, 1947 -1930, " Unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Northwestern University, 1962; J. Gus Liebenow, Liberia, The Evolution of Privilege ( Ithaca, 1969); The
Constitution of the Republic of Liberia and the Declaration of Independence, with notes
by Alfonso K. Dormu (New York, 1970), 107 - 114.
1.

2.
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